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The	app	allows	couples	to	feel	each	other's	touch	from	a	distance	at	any	time,	no	matter	where	you	are,	whether	it's	different	parts	of	the	world,	or	the	distance	from	the	refrigerator	to	the	sofa.	Keep	records	of	the	important	moments	of	your	life	and	follow	them	in	the	app.	The	day	before	the	event,	you	will	receive	a	reminder	notification	so	you	can
remember	or	celebrate	it.	Flexible	setting	of	anniversary	notifications,	so	you	can	receive	a	notification	about	overcoming	the	relationship	period	every:	1/3/6/12	months.	You	can	set	any	avatar	for	your	soulmate	so	that	touching	it	brings	you	not	only	tactile,	but	also	visual	pleasure.	Use	gestures	in	"Touch"	screen.	You	can	activate	them	by	holding
your	finger	for	more	than	3	seconds	on	the	touch	screen.	The	message	can	be	conveyed	to	your	love	with	two	gestures:	1.	Press,	Pause,	Two	quick	presses	2.	Two	quick	presses,	Pause,	Two	quick	presses	——由用戶上傳	更多	更多	分類:	社交	出版商:	prodtests	要求:	Andriod	5.0+	發布日期:	03/06/2022	Interactive	story	+	Sexual	health	+	Prevention	of	sexual
assault	on	children	"Don't	touch	me"	is	an	interactive	story	in	the	form	of	a	mobile	game.	This	interactive	child	story,	which	is	for	teaching	sexual	health,	is	based	on	Iranian-Islamic	studies	and	beliefs.	In	the	story,	the	"Habbe	Angoor"	that	goes	this	year	to	school,	encounters	problems	and	harassment	from	the	wolf.	She	has	to	make	a	wise	choice	to
be	safe.	We	leave	this	choice	to	the	children.	At	the	end,	the	result	of	each	choice	will	be	shown	to	the	child.	During	this	game,	the	child	will	be	introduced	to	the	following	skills:	The	power	of	saying	no	Familiarity	with	private	parts	of	the	human	body	Proper	communication	with	strangers	The	right	and	wrong	secret	Talking	to	parents	Listening	to	the
compassionate	advice	of	parents	This	program	is	designed	based	on	studies	and	research	on	children	and	the	appropriate	learning	and	gamification	method	with	them.	Frequently	Asked	Questions	How	to	show	private	body	parts	in	sex	education	game	Do	not	touch	me?	Because	there	is	no	age	limit	for	this	game,	the	private	members	are	designed
with	the	usual	cover	for	the	character	of	two	children,	which	when	touched	by	the	user,	the	lower	parts	of	the	torso,	chest	and	head	that	are	covered	will	be	red	as	a	warning	sign	not	to	touch,	and	only	this	It	conveys	to	the	child	the	concept	that	no	one	has	the	right	to	touch	them.	Is	it	right	to	sexually	educate	children	from	an	early	age?	In	today's
world	where	people	spend	a	lot	of	time	on	the	Internet	and	cyberspace,	there	are	some	sick	people	who	choose	unconventional	fantasies	about	sex.	In	South	Africa	alone,	in	2019,	132	out	of	every	100,000	people,	including	women,	men	and	children,	were	raped.	Of	course,	you	are	aware	that	this	statistic	is	the	only	statistic	that	has	been	recorded	in
the	legal	authorities,	and	there	are	other	statistics	that	are	related	to	those	who	have	been	raped,	which	they	hide	for	many	reasons.	In	recent	years,	we	have	witnessed	the	portrayal	of	these	issues	in	Iranian	cinema,	which	is	the	reason	for	the	high	importance	of	this	issue.	The	need	for	sexual	education	of	children	since	they	started	working	with
mobile	phones	and	tablets?	With	all	the	filters	available	that	we	are	not	talking	about	right	or	wrong,	there	are	nude	and	sexy	videos	and	pictures	in	cyberspace	like	Instagram	that	it	is	not	easy	to	keep	children	away	from	these	spaces.	The	question	may	be	asked,	how	can	a	child	who	does	not	understand	something	and	is	not	yet	able	to	learn	these
things,	see	the	effects	of	these	programs	in	him?	Sometimes	upbringing	is	unconscious	and	leaves	its	mark	on	the	human	subconscious,	and	a	child	who	sees	sexually	explicit	films	and	images	can	understand	these	emotions,	and	these	sexual	emotions	pave	the	way	for	him	to	commit	a	sexual	act	that	he	understands.	does	not	have.	Feel	free	to	contact
us:	Landline:	+985131634500	SMS:	30004747476532	WhatsApp:	09028712128	Telegram:	@heavengamestudio	&	09028712128	Fax:	+985137009299	Email:	support@heavengamestudio.com	Website:	www.heavengamestudio.com	Thanks	for	visiting	us.	Enjoy	your	purchased	game	and	have	fun.	LINE	TOUCH	ME	(Package	Name:	id.co.pwrd.cv)	is
developed	by	Perfect	Game	ID	and	the	latest	version	of	LINE	TOUCH	ME	1.0.15	was	updated	on	December	30,	2015.	LINE	TOUCH	ME	is	in	the	category	of	Music.	You	can	check	all	apps	from	the	developer	of	LINE	TOUCH	ME.	Currently	this	app	is	for	free.	This	app	can	be	downloaded	on	Android	2.3.2+	on	APKFab	or	Google	Play.	All	APK/XAPK	files
on	APKFab.com	are	original	and	100%	safe	with	fast	download.	TOUCH	Me	-	Mobile	Gameadalah	Rhythm	social	dance	game	terbaru	dari	Perfect	Game	yang	di	develop	dengan	menggunakan	Unity3D	engine.	Kamu	bisa	bermain	di	stage	yang	mewah	dipadu	dengan	style	fashion	yang	trendy	dan	lagu	K-POP	terpopuler!	Design	kontrol	game	dirancang
khusus	dengan	akses	yang	lebih	mudah	dan	kenyamanan	saat	bermain,	selain	itu	kamu	bisa	mix	and	match	avatar	kamu	dari	fashion	sampai	aksesoris.	Kamu	juga	bisa	berinteraksi	dengan	temanmu	dengan	fitur	sosial	seperti	chat,	battle	dengan	teman	dan	orang	terdekatmu,	bahkan	kamu	juga	bisa	menemukan	pasanganmu	disini!Ayo	join	di	Official
Channel	TOUCHWebsite	:	:	:	:	Read	More									Practice	your	massage	techniques	in	erogenous	areas	of	a	girl’s	body!									Become	an	independent	sensuous	massage	therapists.	Practice	your	massage	techniques	in	erogenous	areas	of	a	girl’s	body.	Find	hotspots	and	perform	a	long,	slow	stroking	technique	in	order	to	achieve	a	state	of	happiness	and
enjoyment	of	your	patients.	It	has	been	proven	that	these	types	of	massages	can	bring	enormous	positive	effects	to	the	body.	This	application	does	not	contain	any	nudity!	Touch	Me	Screenshots:	Page	2	Get	Solo,	Android's	most	popular	virtual	guitar	for	awesome	mobile	guitar	fun!	With	Solo	you	can	play	to	your	favourite	songs,	or	create	some	of	your
own...	It's	ideal	for	jamming	sessions	when	you	don't	have	your	guitar	with	you,	or	an	excellent	reference	for	when	you	do!	Features	include:	*	Classical	guitar,	acoustic	guitar	and	electric	guitars,	each	with	authentic	sound	*	A	huge	chord	library	with	chord	diagrams	-	hear	and	see	how	each	chord	is	played.	*	Create	your	own	chords	*	Play	along	to
any	music	loaded	on	your	phone	*	Get	chord	and	lyric	overlays	from	the	web	-	excellent	for	teaching	yourself	new	songs	to	play	(this	feature	is	provided	via	a	free	add-on	app)	*	Play	with	a	capo	to	fit	your	vocal	range	*	Create,	load	and	save	chord	layouts	for	your	favourite	songs	*	Customize	the	UI	to	fit	your	playing	style	*	Use	multitouch	on	supported
devices	*	Uses	Immersion’s	MOTIV	haptic	effects	for	advanced	haptic	feedback	*	Great	for	S	Pen	Samsung	Galaxy	Note	Solo	full	for	Android	Screenshots:	Page	3	FPse	for	Android	is	the	fastest	and	most	compatible	PSone	emulator	for	handheld	devices.(also	known	as	PSX	or	Playstation	1)	More	than	150.000	active	users	and	rated	up	to	4,5	stars	on
google	play!	FPse	support	OpenGL	which	gives	outstanding	graphics!	Take	a	look	to	the	Official	Documentation	to	understand	requirements	and	how	it	works:	Create	an	ISO	image	from	your	favorite	games	and	enjoy	playing	them	on	your	Android	phone.	FPse	features	the	following:	-High	performance	-High	compatibility	-High	sound	quality	-Real-
time	save	states	-Audio	track	emulation	(using	.cue	files)	-Force-feedback	-Dynamically	loadable	Overlay	Pads	-Guncon	emulation	-Analog	Stick	emulation	-Compatible	with	G-Sensor,	Touchscreen	and	Hardware	keys	-Supports	.img,	.iso,	.bin,	.cue,	.nrg	,	.mdf	and	.Z	disc	image	formats	-Full	Support	for	IcontrolPAD,	BGP100,Zeemote	(via	Bluez	IME)	-
OpenGL	support	via	external	plugin!					Install	and	play	with	modded	Google	play	by	ChelpuS	or					Remove	license	verification	with	Lucky	patcher	via	'Custom	patch'	by	SanX	FPse	for	Android	Screenshots:	Page	4	KMPlayer	Pro	for	Android	2018-05-15	0	Experience	your	videos	like	never	before	with	KMPlayer	Movies,	TV	Shows,	Animations,
Homemade	&	Mobile	Phone	Videos,	and	video	file,	watch	them	in	the	highest	quality	with	maximum	control	KMPlay	Down	7961	times0	Collection	Plex	for	Android	[Pro	Unlocked]	2018-05-15	4	Your	media	has	never	looked	this	good!	Welcome	to	Plex!	Plex	in	a	nutshell	is	a	media	platform	that	runs	on	Macs,	PCs	and	Linux	that	is	capable	of	organizing
your	media	so	that	it	can	be	viewed	by	an	Down	28011	times0	Collection	edjing	PRO	-	Music	DJ	mixer	for	Android	2018-05-15	6	The	world	first	DJ	app	finally	releases	its	professional	version:	edjing	Pro,	a	full	featured	DJ	system!	At	last,	a	professional	DJ	software	optimized	for	Android	smartphones	and	tablets!	All	effec	Down	45974	times0	Collection
MoboPlayer	Pro	for	Android	2018-05-15	6	The	best	video	player	on	Android!	Watch	any	of	your	videos	on	a	phone	without	conversion,	anytime	and	anywhere.	We	feature	the	best	playback	experience	and	quality.	Our	video	player	supports:	A	Down	26283	times1	Collection	Guns'n'Glory	Heroes	Premium	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Face	evil	Orcs,
apostate	Elves	and	dark	knights	in	Guns'n'Glory	Heroes!	Sharpen	the	axe,	polish	your	armor	and	ready	your	guns!	It's	time	to	fight	for	glory,	honor	and	gold	once	more!	Guns'n'Glory	is	Down	4996	times0	Collection	Sleep	as	Android	full	for	Android	2017-10-02	4	Smart	alarm	clock	with	sleep	cycle	tracking.	Wakes	you	gently	in	optimal	moment	for
pleasant	mornings.	Features:	-	Sleep	cycle	tracking	with	smart	wake	up	uses	your	phone's	accelerometer	(2	weeks	Down	33176	times4	Collection	Grab	The	Bottle	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Grab	The	Bottle	is	a	challenging	puzzle	game	masterpiece.	It	has	received	tons	of	positive	feedback	since	its	Steam	release	and	closed	beta.	Players	call	it
“amazingly	funny	and	frustrating"	and	the	Down	1470	times0	Collection	Surgeon	Simulator	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	You	are	the	surgeon.	Bob	is	the	victim.	Do	your	worst!	Take	urgent	care	of	the	world's	unluckiest	patient,	Bob,	with	your	very	own	shaky	hands.	As	the	would-be	surgeon	Nigel	Burke,	perform	all	kind	Down	18575	times0	Collection
Gesture	Lock	Screen	PRO	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Draw	letters,	numbers,	shapes,	signatures	and	contextual	gestures	to	unlock	your	phone.	⇨♈♉♑∅♡⇨	Top	features	&	Down	2019	times0	Collection	Templar	Battleforce	RPG	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Templar	Battleforce	is	an	addictive	mix	of	strategic	combat	and	army	building	with	the	precision
gameplay	of	RPGs.	Step	into	a	Leviathan	mech	and	lead	the	Templar	Knights	in	battle	against	fierce	Xeno	Down	2297	times0	Collection	Lost	Lands	2	(Full)	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	An	exciting	adventure	of	a	brave	girl	who	found	herself	in	a	fantasy	world.	She	is	forced	to	fight	against	the	Black	Horsemen	sent	by	evil	forces	to	annihilate	every	living
thing.	Lost	Lands:	the	F	Down	2246	times1	Collection	FRAMED	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	FRAMED	is	a	multi-award	winning	noir-puzzle	game	where	you	re-arrange	panels	of	animated	comic	book	to	change	the	outcome	of	the	story.	~~~~~	FEATURES	~~~~~	AWARD-WINNING	DESIGN	Featuring	a	Down	4742	times1	Collection	Plume	Premium
for	Twitter	for	Android	2017-10-02	17	Plume	is	a	beautiful	and	completely	customizable	Twitter	app	that	will	revolutionize	the	way	you	use	Twitter!	Brought	to	you	by	the	authors	of	the	popular	Beautiful	Widgets,	Plume	is	one	of	the	best	T	Down	16913	times0	Collection	Rush	Rally	2	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Rush	Rally	2	is	the	most	authentic	and
thrilling	rally	simulation	on	your	mobile,	all	running	at	an	astounding	60fps.	Console	quality	racing	on	your	mobile!	--	RACE	IN	ALL	CONDITIONS	OVER	LOADS	OF	Down	7994	times0	Collection	Football	Director	17	-	Soccer	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Welcome	to	Football	Director	2017,	one	of	the	best	soccer	/	football	manager	type	games.	As	fast
paced	or	as	steady	and	strategic	as	you	want	it	be,	no	experience	is	needed,	just	pick	up	and	play,	can	Down	2413	times0	Collection	Galaxy	of	Pen	&	Paper	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	THE	ULTIMATE	ROLE-PLAYING	SIMULATION	GOES	TO	SPACE!	Galaxy	of	Pen	&	Paper	is	a	turn-based	meta	RPG	about	a	group	of	players	rolling	dice	in	the	year	1999!
Create	your	own	game	master	and	RPG	party,	Down	3133	times0	Collection	Solitaire	MegaPack	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	How	many	ways	can	you	play	solitaire?	More	than	you	ever	imagined!	Our	app	has	the	best	selection	of	solitaire	games	available	on	Android.	The	classic	and	most	popular	version	of	solitaire	is	call	Down	7164	times0	Collection
Folder	Lock	Pro	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Folder	Lock	Pro	lets	you	password-protect	your	personal	files	e.g.	photos,	videos,	documents,	contacts,	wallet	cards,	notes	and	audio	recordings	in	Android	Phones.	Backup	your	locked	data	on	your	c	Down	1724	times0	Collection	Sigi	-	A	Fart	for	Melusina	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Join	Knight	Sigi	on	his	epic
quest	to	save	Melusina,	the	love	of	his	life	!	In	this	classic	arcade	platformer,	you'll	enjoy	:	-	Some	zombies	!	-	Goofy	enemies	and	unforgettable	boss	fights	!	-	S	Down	1658	times0	Collection	Radiation	City	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Welcome	to	the	world	of	Radiation	City	where	a	great	survival	adventure	awaits	you!	Forty	years	after	the	unfortunate
accident	of	the	Chernobyl	nuclear	power	plant,	destiny	brings	you	to	the	area	o	Down	3012	times0	Collection	Page	5	Pocket	Clothier	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Ever	wanted	to	run	your	own	clothing	store?	Now	you	can!	Let	your	inner	fashionista	flower	as	you	cultivate	a	quaint	corner	shop	into	a	world-class	super	brand!	Position	mannequins,	run
promotions	Down	6257	times1	Collection	Draw	Something	for	Android	2017-10-02	4	Draw	Something	is	the	“World’s	Most	Popular	Drawing	Game”.	Have	fun	with	your	friends	and	family	exchanging	doodle	art.	Sketch	a	perfect	work	of	art	and	participate	in	our	contests.	Pick	up	your	br	Down	22269	times1	Collection	Heroes	of	Steel	RPG	Elite	for
Android	2017-10-02	0	Heroes	of	Steel	Elite	includes	the	entire	story	(all	4	Episodes)	-	easily	120+	hours	of	epic	story	and	content	as	you	battle	across	the	Underdeep.	This	game	features	no	grinding	-	all	continuous	story	Down	2300	times0	Collection	Zombies!!!	Board	Game	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Zombies!!!	puts	you	in	the	middle	of	the	action	in
this	video	game	adaptation	of	the	hit	board	game.	In	order	to	escape	the	ever	advancing	zombie	horde,	players	must	use	a	combination	of	wits	and	braw	Down	1934	times0	Collection	Crashlands	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Craft,	battle,	and	quest	your	way	through	Crashlands,	an	outlandish,	story-driven	Crafting	RPG	overflowing	with	sass!	Become	Flux
Dabes,	a	galactic	trucker	whose	latest	shipment	gets	derailed	by	a	Down	3240	times0	Collection	Warhammer:	Doomwheel	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Dwarves	got	you	down?	Doomwheel.	Rival	clans	done	you	wrong?	Doomwheel.	Goblin	grief?	Doomwheel.	The	Skaven	underworld	is	a	rat's	nest	of	deceit,	danger,	and	backstabbing.	As	an	up-and-coming
warlo	Down	1901	times0	Collection	Wordfeud	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Wordfeud	is	a	cross-platform	multiplayer	puzzle	game	available	for	Android	and	iPhone.	Challenge	friends	and	random	opponents	and	play	in	up	to	30	separate	games	simultaneously!	Create	and	place	wo	Down	1126	times0	Collection	Clue	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Clue	is	the
classic	mystery	game!	Now	you	can	play	the	beloved	Hasbro	family	board	game	on	the	go.	WHO,	with	WHAT	weapon	and	WHERE?	Download	the	official	app	and	crack	the	case!	Join	Miss	Scarl	Down	1664	times0	Collection	Jelly	Defense	for	Android	2017-10-02	2	Finally	something	worth	defending!	Join	the	Jelly	forces	now	and	lead	them	to	glory	in
this	uneven	and	fierce	fight	against	the	invaders!	Use	your	tactical	skills	and	wisdom	to	tip	the	scales	of	victo	Down	18348	times0	Collection	Linelight	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	Linelight	is	a	refreshingly	inventive,	minimalist	puzzle	game.	It	takes	the	wildly	simple	premise	of	'What	if	everything	takes	place	on	lines?'	and	rockets	it	into	outer	space.
There’s	no	jump	but	Down	686	times0	Collection	CamCard	-	Business	Card	Reader	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	CamCard,	read	your	card,	mind	your	business.	CamCard	reads	business	cards	and	save	instantly	to	phone	Contacts.	It	syncs	all	your	cards	across	smartphones,	tablets,	computers	and	the	web	app.	Bran	Down	12093	times0	Collection	Trivia
Crack	(Ad	free)	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	TAKE	A	CRACK	AT	OUTSMARTING	YOUR	FRIENDS	IN	THIS	AWARD-WINNING	TRIVIA	GAME!	Trivia	Crack	is	the	international	smash	hit	game	that	pits	friend	against	friend	in	different	categories	to	determine	who	Down	2273	times0	Collection	B1	File	Manager	and	Archiver	for	Android	2017-10-02	0	B1
File	Manager	is	a	file	explorer	which	allows	to:	-	unzip	over	38	archive	formats	(multi-volume	and	password-protected);	-	compress	files	into	zip	and	b1	archives;	-	manage	the	files	in	internal	Down	1237	times0	Collection	Fighting	Fantasy	Legends	for	Android	2017-09-21	0	"The	game	manages	to	get	over	some	of	the	hurdles	of	the	game	books	quite
neatly.	So	if	this	is	your	first	trip	into	the	classic	universe,	you'll	probably	have	a	damn	good	time."	-	PocketGamer	-	8/10	Down	429	times0	Collection	Unified	Remote	Full	for	Android	2017-09-21	7	Easily	the	most	feature-filled	Android-PC	remote.	Turns	your	Android	device	into	a	WiFi	or	Bluetooth	universal	remote	control	for	your	Windows	PC.
Control	your	favorite	programs,	mouse,	and	keyboard.	Down	13647	times1	Collection	Space	Ace	for	Android	2017-09-21	2	Experience	retro	gaming	at	its	best	on-the-go	with	Space	Ace	on	your	Android	devices!	Both	the	phone	and	tablet	editions	included	for	one	low	price!	Immerse	yourself	in	the	visually	stunning	world	Down	1837	times0	Collection
HyperRogue	Gold	for	Android	2017-09-21	0	You	are	a	lone	adventurer	in	a	strange,	non-Euclidean	world.	Gather	as	much	treasure	as	you	can	before	the	nasty	monsters	get	you.	Explore	several	different	worlds,	each	with	its	own	unique	treasures,	Down	278	times0	Collection	Photo	Studio	PRO	for	Android	2017-09-21	9	Photo	Studio	is	a	powerful
multifunctional	photo	editing	application	for	photographers	of	any	level.	It	contains	the	vast	editing	kit	of	tools	for	basic	and	advanced	retouching	of	your	photos.	Make	ea	Down	48422	times1	Collection	SimplePlanes	for	Android	2017-09-21	0	Bring	all	of	the	imaginative	aircraft	you've	had	in	your	head	to	life.	Snap	parts	together	to	build	your
airplane's	body.	Place	engines	to	add	thrust.	Design	the	wings	and	then	strap	yourself	into	Down	8149	times0	Collection	LED	Blinker	Notifications	for	Android	2017-09-20	0	Let	your	LED	show	your	missed	calls,	SMS,	Facebook	and	Whatsapp	messages.	If	you	have	no	hardware	led,	the	screen	is	used.	★	ALL	apps	are	now	supported,	click	on	the	+
button	on	top!!!	This	app	Down	5623	times0	Collection	Page	6	Dragon's	Lair	2:	Time	Warp	for	Android	2017-09-20	0	Dragon's	Lair	II:	Time	Warp	is	the	follow-up	to	Don	Bluth's	arcade	classic	Dragon's	Lair,	can	now	be	enjoyed	from	the	comfort	of	your	couch.	This	fully	arcade	authentic	version	includes	all	of	the	ori	Down	1565	times0	Collection
Darkness	and	Flame	2	(full)	for	Android	2017-09-20	0	There	is	always	a	clue	hidden	somewhere	deep	in	your	memories.	Will	a	young	girl	Alice	find	a	way	not	only	to	help	her	uncle	recall	his	past,	but	to	discover	what	has	happened	to	her	and	how	to	harnes	Down	770	times0	Collection	Fast	Reboot	Pro	for	Android	2017-09-20	1	Simulates	a	reboot	by
closing/restarting	all	core	and	user	processes	(configurable)	and	thus	frees	up	memory.	Your	phone	should	be	much	snappier	after	using	Fast	Reboot	Pro.	Fast	Reboot	Pro	now	i	Down	11162	times0	Collection	True	Skate	for	Android	2017-09-20	2	The	most	authentic	skateboarding	sim	ever.	As	close	as	you	can	get	to	a	real	skate	board	with	out	getting
a	scraped	knee.	Note:	True	Skate	comes	with	a	single	skate	park	and	contains	additional	con	Down	101661	times0	Collection	Dungeon	Rushers	for	Android	2017-09-20	0	Dungeon	Rushers	is	a	2D	tactical	RPG	combining	dungeon	crawler’s	gameplay	and	turn	based	fights.	Manage	your	team,	loot	dusty	dungeons,	crush	armies	of	monsters	and	craft
mighty	equipment.	Be	part	of	Down	857	times0	Collection	Doom	&	Destiny	Advanced	for	Android	2017-09-20	0	Nerds	are	back	into	this	preposterous	turn-based	rpg!	Fight	against	Solomon	Steel,	the	evil	businessman,	while	he	tries	to	conquer	the	universe	with	his	ruthless	startup!	Get	involved	with	the	develop	Down	924	times0	Collection
Chameleon	Run	for	Android	2017-09-20	0	Chameleon	Run	is	a	unique,	fast	and	challenging	autorunner	with	a	colorful	twist.	Jump,	switch	and	run	through	expertly	crafted	levels	that	will	have	you	running	back	for	more.	Your	goal	is	to	swit	Down	2089	times0	Collection	OK	Golf	for	Android	2017-09-20	0	Golf	on	the	go!	It's	not	real	golf,	but	it's	OK!	OK
Golf	is	the	essence	of	golf,	refined	to	a	tee.	Play	a	quick	round	anywhere,	anytime	on	stylish	dioramas	inspired	by	classic	golfing	destinatio	Down	1139	times0	Collection	Dragon's	Lair	for	Android	2017-09-20	2	Experience	the	best	in	retro	gaming	with	Dragon’s	Lair	on	your	Android	device!	Now	you	can	experience	the	best	in	retro	gaming	on-the-go
with	Dragon’s	Lair	on	your	Android	device!	Both	the	phone	an	Down	8972	times1	Collection	Bottom	of	the	9th	for	Android	2017-09-20	0	It’s	a	beautiful	day	here	at	the	ballpark,	and	this	game	has	been	a	squeaker!	Everyone	expected	the	league	leaders	to	roll	into	town	and	easily	defeat	the	home	team.	But	the	scrappy	upstarts	have	pla	Down	304
times0	Collection	Iron	Marines	for	Android	2017-09-20	0	From	the	creators	of	the	award	winner	Kingdom	Rush	trilogy	comes	the	most	extraordinary	space	odyssey.	A	real-time,	dynamic	and	deep	strategy	game	that	will	transport	you	to	amazing	and	unknown	planet	Down	1877	times0	Collection	BADLAND	2	for	Android	[Mod	Money]	2017-09-20	0
The	long	waited	sequel	to	the	multi-award-	winning	BADLAND!	5	/	5	"Even	more	gorgeous	than	the	first	one"	--	TouchArcade	5	/	5	"A	masterpiece"	--	AppAdvice	9.3	/	10	"A	must	have”	--	iTopNews.de	Down	3743	times0	Collection	Meganoid(2017)	(Unreleased)	for	Android	2017-09-20	0	Meganoid	is	a	challenging	platformer,	generating	new	levels	on
every	play	session.	Find	many	items	to	enhance	your	character	and	his	abilities	while	you	descend	down	into	the	Meganoid	space	ship.	Do	y	Down	813	times0	Collection	Farming	Simulator	18	for	Android	2017-09-20	0	Become	a	modern	farmer	in	Farming	Simulator	18!	Immerse	yourself	in	a	huge	open	world	and	harvest	many	types	of	crops,	take	care
of	your	livestock	-	cows,	sheep,	and	pigs	-	take	part	in	forestry,	and	Down	27514	times0	Collection	Down	294	times0	Collection	Dice	With	Buddies	for	Android	2017-09-20	2	The	#1	mobile	dice	game	is	now	available	on	Android	with	NO	ADS!	Let's	Roll!	Find	out	for	yourself	why	everyone's	getting	hooked	on	this	addictive	dice	game	I	built.	Similar	to
Hasbro,	Inc.’s	YAHTZEE	Down	3058	times0	Collection	Weather	Timeline	-	Forecast	for	Android	2017-09-20	0	Weather	Timeline	is	a	simple	weather	app	that	focuses	on	summarising	the	next	hour,	the	next	48	hours	and	the	next	week	so	you	don't	have	to.	It	presents	the	forecast	in	a	timeline	to	help	you	quickly	Down	4025	times0	Collection
AsterMiner	for	Android	2017-09-20	0	Hover	around	exploring	the	asteroid	mine	looking	for	crystals	to	gather.	Load	the	train	to	complete	the	level	and	open	up	new	ones.	Solve	musical	puzzles	to	open	gates	or	deploy	bridges.	Find	hidde	Down	806	times0	Collection	The	Secret	of	Chimera	Labs	for	Android	2017-09-09	0	In	this	point	and	click	room-
escape	style	adventure	game,	players	explore	the	curious	floors	of	mysterious	Chimera	Labs	facility.	The	ever	elusive	Doctor	Teresa	Von	Awesome	has	been	conducting	fantast	Down	608	times0	Collection	Clipboard	Manager	Pro	for	Android	2017-09-06	0	I	hope	you	like	application	"Clipboard	Manager"!	Clipboard	Manager	is	simple	and	powerful
application	to	manage	your	clipboard,	keep	history,	fast	access	to	your	notes	in	history,	etc.	Check	out	fea	Down	736	times0	Collection	Page	7	RAYCRISIS	for	Android	2017-09-06	0	RAYCRISIS,	the	final	installment	in	TAITO’s	classic	RAY	series	of	arcade	shooting	games,	locks	on	to	Android!	TAITO	is	famous	for	arcade	shooting	games,	and	the	RAY
trilogy	is	one	of	its	most	belo	Down	1145	times0	Collection	Transparent	clock	weather	Pro	for	Android	2017-09-06	0	Transparent	clock	&	world	weather	Pro	(or	Premium)	is	a	full	featured,	completely	customizable	digital	clock	and	weather	forecast	application	and	widget.	Please	refer	to	the	Help	file	(settings	>	H	Down	2886	times0	Collection	White
Noise	for	Android	2017-09-06	0	Relax.	Sleep	Better.	Feel	Better.	Download	White	Noise	and	sleep	great!	White	Noise	has	40	ambient	sounds	to	help	you	relax	or	sleep.	Audio	background	service,	sound	shutoff	timer,	multiple	alarms,	s	Down	7892	times0	Collection	OfficeSuite	+	PDF	to	Word	for	Android	2017-09-04	84	View,	Edit,	Print	and	Share	your
office	documents	on	the	go!	OfficeSuite	Pro	–	Your	office	documents	on	the	go!	Made	by	MobiSystems,	OfficeSuite	Pro	allows	you	to	view,	create,	edit,	print	and	share	Down	254105	times11	Collection	Le	Havre:	The	Inland	Port	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	In	the	award-winning	board	game,	Le	Havre:	The	Inland	Port,	you	and	your	opponent	compete	in
order	to	amass	the	most	wealth	by	building	up	the	iconic	French	port	of	Le	Havre.	The	game	can	be	played	lo	Down	546	times0	Collection	Clipboard	Manager	:	Clipo	Pro	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	Clipo	creates	quick	and	smart	actions	for	your	copied	text	and	shows	them	as	a	notification	or	a	intuitive	and	beautiful	list	in	the	app!		Cloud	Backup	and
Sync	across	multiple	devices!	&	Down	423	times0	Collection	Reminder	Pro	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	Reminder	-	a	truly	intuitive	reminder	app	that	will	never	let	you	miss	a	thing.	A	must-have	Reminder	app	Embrace	the	power	of	the	Reminder	and	start	getting	your	things	done	on	time.	❍	D	Down	629	times0	Collection	Minecraft	-	Pocket	Edition	for
Android	2017-09-04	1321	Imagine	it,	build	it.	Create	worlds	on	the	go	with	Minecraft	-	Pocket	Edition	The	new	Minecraft	-	Pocket	Edition	allows	you	to	build	on	the	go.	Use	blocks	to	create	masterpieces	as	you	travel,	hangou	Down	5121438	times11	Collection	Hitman:	Sniper	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	Take	on	the	role	of	Agent	47	in	Hitman:	Sniper	-	a
fixed	position	shooting	game	set	in	beautiful	Montenegro.	Scope	in	on	your	marks	using	skill,	subtlety,	subterfuge	and	the	environment	to	complete	yo	Down	26282	times1	Collection	Pocket	Academy	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	Make	your	dream	school	in	this	management	simulation	game!	School	got	you	down?	Tailor	your	personal	academy	as	you	see
fit,	erecting	classrooms,	making	clubs--even	deciding	this	week's	hot	couple!	Down	15339	times1	Collection	Burgle	Bros	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	Burgle	Bros	requires	stealth,	planning	and	a	little	bit	of	luck.	In	the	tradition	of	classic	heist	movies	like	Ocean's	11	and	The	Italian	Job,	you	assemble	your	crew,	make	a	plan,	and	pull	off	the	imp	Down	406
times0	Collection	Demon's	Rise	2	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	Pocket	Tactics	"RPG	Game	of	the	Year	2016"	Award	Winner!	Touch	Arcade	RPG	Reload	Golden	Poncho	2016	Award	Winner	(Top	5	Original	RPG's	on	App	Store)	4.5	out	of	5	stars	-	Touch	Arcade:	"Demon's	R	Down	1076	times0	Collection	Swim	Out	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	Dive	into	the
relaxing	and	refreshing	atmosphere	of	Swim	Out,	a	strategic,	turn-based	puzzle	game,	that	will	transport	you	into	a	sunny	day	by	the	swimming	pool,	the	river	or	the	sea.	Plan	each	of	you	Down	594	times0	Collection	Add	Watermark	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	Add	Watermark	-	Sign	your	pictures	with	a	text	or	logo.	Effective,	quick,	easy!	The	Add



Watermark	gives	you	the	ability	to	add	watermarks	to	your	pictures.	So	you	can	quickly	put	your	property	text	o	Down	3461	times0	Collection	The	Escapists	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	Dive	in	the	multi-million	selling	prison	escape	game,	now	on	Android!	Craft,	Steal,	Brawl	and	ESCAPE!	You’ve	landed	yourself	in	prison	again,	and	your	only	chance	is	to
engineer	an	escape	by	an	Down	7276	times0	Collection	Danmaku	Unlimited	3	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	DODGE.	SHOOT.	EXPLODE.	REPEAT.	The	Ultimate	Bullet	Hell	experience	on	mobile	returns!	Take	to	the	skies	once	more	as	the	last	defender	of	humanity	against	overwhelming	odds!	Lovingly	built	to	be	en	Down	488	times0	Collection	Cricket
Captain	2017	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	With	the	most	significant	expansion	of	domestic	teams	in	its	history,	Cricket	Captain	returns	for	2017	with	130	playable	domestic	teams	across	8	countries.	It’s	time	for	cricket	fans	to	put	their	tac	Down	5064	times0	Collection	Brotherhood	of	Violence	II	for	Android	2017-09-04	8	Brotherhood	of	Violence	2	-
Blood	Impact	puts	your	fighting	skills	to	the	test	with	stunning	3D	graphics,	multiple	fighting	disciplines,	and	more	than	400	ever	evolving	fighters	that	learn	through	art	Down	10052	times1	Collection	Terra	Mystica	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	In	a	world	of	fantasy,	called	Terra	Mystica,	14	races	are	fighting	together	or	individually	against	their
opponents	to	gain	power	and	territory.	Using	their	resources	smartly	and	terraforming	wisely	t	Down	458	times0	Collection	80	Days	for	Android	2017-09-04	0	1872,	with	a	steampunk	twist.	Phileas	Fogg	has	wagered	he	can	circumnavigate	the	world	in	just	eighty	days.	*	TIME's	#1	Game	of	the	Year	2014	*	"We’ve	been	dreaming	about	this	future	for
decades.	Down	2963	times1	Collection	Page	8	The	Quest	for	Android	2017-08-22	0	The	Quest	is	a	beautifully	hand-drawn	open	world	role	playing	game	with	old	school	grid-based	movement	and	turn	based	combat.	In	the	kingdom	of	Monares	trouble	is	brewing.	The	governor	of	Freymore	Down	1882	times0	Collection	THE	GAME	OF	LIFE:	2016
Edition	for	Android	2017-08-22	0	MAKE	CHOICES,	GET	PAID,	OR	LOSE	IT	ALL!	Attend	college,	accept	a	job	and	play	minigames	in	this	interactive	app	that	is	fun	for	the	whole	family.	Watch	as	board	piece	characters	come	to	life	and	ma	Down	2286	times0	Collection	Slot	Machine	+	for	Android	2017-08-22	2	World's	#1	Vegas	5-Line	Slots	with
Unlimited	Mini	Games,	Jackpots	&	Surprises!	The	Original	#1	Vegas	Casino	Style	Slots	with	over	10	million	players	worldwide	is	now	even	more	awesome.	Enjoy	multi	pa	Down	11199	times0	Collection	The	Lie	-	Cottage	Of	Secrets	for	Android	2017-08-22	0	In	the	dark	night,	clouds	were	covering	the	sky,	The	surroundings	were	quite	silent,	but
terrifying.	The	boy	was	on	a	voyage,	in	the	midst	of	sea,	Suddenly	a	huge	thunderstorm	hit	the	sea	beastly	Down	547	times0	Collection	Injustice:	Gods	Among	Us	for	Android	[Mod	Money]	2017-08-22	7	Build	an	epic	roster	of	DC	heroes	and	villains	and	get	ready	for	battle	in	the	INJUSTICE:	GODS	AMONG	US	mobile	game	from	NetherRealm	Studios.
INJUSTICE:	GODS	AMONG	US	is	a	free	to	play	collectible	car	Down	67949	times1	Collection	Battlefleet	Gothic:	Leviathan	for	Android	2017-08-22	0	Dive	into	Battlefleet	Gothic	with	the	epic	void	battles	of	the	Shield	of	Baal	campaign,	from	Warhammer	40,000.	Control	the	devastating	fleets	of	the	Imperial	Navy	and	the	brutal	hard-hitting	Space	Mar
Down	1071	times0	Collection	Down	48331	times3	Collection	noded	for	Android	2017-08-22	0	noded	is	a	relaxing	puzzle	game	with	a	simple	goal:	fold	the	geometric	shape	to	solve	the	various	challenges.	To	do	so,	you	simply	tap	the	connected	nodes	and	the	shape	will	fold	along	the	line	define	Down	398	times0	Collection	BackCountry	Navigator	TOPO
GPS	for	Android	2017-08-22	1	Play	in	the	outdoors	with	GPS	and	offline	topo	maps!	Use	your	phone	or	tablet	as	an	offroad	topo	mapping	GPS	with	the	bestselling	outdoor	navigation	app	for	Android!	Explore	beyond	cell	coverage	for	h	Down	15583	times2	Collection	Attempt	for	Android	2017-08-22	0	A	puzzle	game	with	an	interesting	twist.	In
Attempt,	the	power	is	out	and	your	goal	is	to	turn	the	power	back	on	in	40	varied	and	increasingly	more	challenging	levels.	Unlike	your	regular	platform	Down	359	times0	Collection	Smart	Touch	(Pro	-	No	ads)	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	This	is	Pro	version	of	Smart	Touch.	It	is	included	all	function	from	Smart	Touch	as	below	without	any	ads.	What	is
Smart	Touch?	Smart	Touch	is	an	easy	touch,	assistive	touch	tool	which	using	a	power	Down	622	times0	Collection	Defense	Zone	3	Ultra	HD	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	Version	games	in	high	detail	graphics	Ultra	HD	(4K)	Welcome	to	the	long-awaited	sequel	to	the	popular	action/strategy	game!	New	weapons,	landscapes,	and	options	galore!	Every
game	session	is	now	ev	Down	1964	times0	Collection	Strike	Team	Hydra	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	You	are	the	commander	of	an	elite	Strike	Team	aboard	the	warship,	HYDRA.	Your	first	combat	mission	will	have	you	leading	your	team	in	vicious	ship-to-ship	battles	against	the	Sethari,	a	mysterious	ali	Down	1114	times0	Collection	Tweetings	for
Twitter	for	Android	2017-08-13	5	Tweetings	is	a	powerful	Twitter	Client	for	Android	devices.	-	Large	screen	support	with	panes	-	Push	notifications	over	3G	or	WiFi	for	mentions,	dms,	when	you	get	a	new	follower,	when	you	are	retw	Down	11180	times1	Collection	Colorbang	PRO	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	The	unbeatable	puzzle	game.	The	text	color	of
the	puzzle	should	match	with	the	color	written	on	the	option	button.	The	background	color	and	the	text	color	of	the	button	is	irrelevant.	The	color	writte	Down	277	times0	Collection	Tokaido	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	Discover	the	digital	adaptation	of	Tokaido,	the	boardgame	phenomenon	that	has	already	sold	more	than	250,000	copies	worldwide,	and
has	been	translated	into	14	languages!	//	A	magnificent	voyage	---	Down	1221	times0	Collection	FX-Racer	Unlimited	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	Have	fun	in	this	new	Formula	Unlimited	version.	This	is	a	high-level	competition	game	with	exclusive	cars	Competing	in	Formula	Unlimited	world	championship	is	a	new	challenge	for	the	Racing	Gamer.	Down
7123	times0	Collection	Lucky	Patcher	for	Android	2017-08-13	69	Lucky	Patcher	is	a	great	Android	tool	to	remove	ads,	modify	Permissions,	bypass	premium	applications	license	verification,	and	more.	To	use	this	application,	you	need	a	rooted	device.	For	Remov	Down	630966	times15	Collection	T	Battery	Pro	Monitor	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	T
Battery	Pro	Monitor	shows	the	battery	charge	level	and	the	remaining	life	based	on	current	use;	Also	checks	temperature,	voltage,	health,	capacity	and	technology.	T	Battery	Pro	Monitor	include	seve	Down	855	times0	Collection	Football	Chairman	Pro	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	Build	your	own	football	empire!	Build	a	football	club	from	scratch,
starting	as	a	tiny	non-league	team,	and	see	if	you	can	make	it	through	seven	divisions	to	the	very	top.	See	your	players	win	pla	Down	1621	times0	Collection	Page	9	The	Legacy	(Full)	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	A	journey	to	a	mysterious	ancient	civilization.	A	museum	exhibit	unexpectedly	sends	a	young	woman	to	a	parallel	world.	Now	she	needs	to	find
a	way	back	home	-	and	also	save	her	planet.	It	was	la	Down	789	times0	Collection	Age	of	AI:	War	Strategy	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	Great	turn-based	strategy	game.	Playable	offline.	NO	ads.	Absolutely	NO	permissions	required.	Yes,	really!	:-)	Play	a	turn-based	war	strategy	game	against	a	really	smart	AI.	Manage	the	fighting	and	Down	472	times0
Collection	Motorsport	Manager	Mobile	2	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	DEVICE	REQUIREMENTS	Android	6.0+	2gb	of	RAM	or	higher.	2.5ghz	CPU	or	higher.	The	long-awaited	sequel	to	the	highest-rated	motorsport	game	on	the	App	Store,	Motorsport	Manager	Mobile	2	is	the	ult	Down	2664	times0	Collection	Alto's	Adventure	for	Android	[Mod	Money]
2017-08-13	0	Join	Alto	and	his	friends	as	they	embark	on	an	endless	snowboarding	odyssey.	Journey	across	the	beautiful	alpine	hills	of	their	native	wilderness,	through	neighbouring	villages,	ancient	woodlands,	and	Down	2579	times0	Collection	Genius	Scan+	-	PDF	Scanner	for	Android	2017-08-13	1	Genius	Scan	enables	you	to	quickly	scan	documents
on	the	go	and	export	your	scans	as	JPEG	or	PDF	with	multiple	pages	Genius	Scan	has	more	than	20	million	users	and	has	won	several	productivity	app	Down	10376	times0	Collection	Guitar	Scales	&	Chords	Pro	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	*	Learn	Scales,	Chords	and	Modes	in	any	position	with	this	fully	functional	guitar	simulator.	*	Listen	and	play	back
the	scales	or	chords	or	view	the	patterns.	*	Play	to	a	click/backing	tracks	and	s	Down	409	times0	Collection	Puffin	Browser	Pro	for	Android	2017-08-13	20	Puffin	Web	Browser	is	wicked	fast.	Once	users	experience	the	thrilling	speed	of	Puffin,	regular	Mobile	Internet	feels	like	torture.	Puffin	Browser	Pro	is	the	premium	version	of	the	Puffin	family.	It	i
Down	92455	times1	Collection	Little	Stars	for	Little	Wars	2	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	Form	your	strategy,	conquer	enemy	systems,	and	claim	victory	for	your	forces!	Little	Stars	is	a	space	real-time	strategy	(RTS)	game,	where	the	player	has	a	simple	objective:	move	through	the	neutral	Down	4208	times0	Collection	Vignette	Photo	effects	for	Android
2017-08-13	3	Vignette	has	been	around	since	the	first	Android	phones	in	2009.	Android	has	changed	a	lot	in	that	time;	Vignette	was	carrying	around	a	lot	of	old	code,	and	adding	new	features	had	become	more	and	mor	Down	54242	times1	Collection	Age	of	Rivals	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	There	are	many	paths	to	victory	in	this	competitive	strategy
boardgame	featuring	hundreds	of	cards	ranging	from	great	pyramids	and	war	elephants	to	sneaky	spies	and	crafty	merchants.	Perfectly	balance	Down	453	times0	Collection	Home	Run	High	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	Can	you	lead	your	high	school	baseball	team	to	ultimate	victory?	It	might	be	a	small	after-school	club	now,	but	with	the	right	training,
even	the	sky	isn't	the	limit	for	this	team!	Train	players	by	Down	709	times0	Collection	REDDEN	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	It’s	nearing	closing	time	at	the	thrift	shop	“One	Hundred	Denarii“.	The	exhausted	store	owner	locks	up	after	the	last	customer	leaves,	and	yet	chatter	is	heard	in	this	supposedly	empty	store.	Jo	Down	583	times0	Collection
Farming	Simulator	16	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	Manage	your	own	farm	and	drive	massive	machines	in	an	open	world!	Farming	Simulator	16	allows	you	to	manage	your	own	realistic	farm	in	extraordinary	detail.	Plant,	grow,	harvest,	and	sell	five	diff	Down	118122	times0	Collection	Equalizer	&	Bass	Booster	Pro	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	Improve	the
sound	quality	of	your	android	device	with	the	first	true	global	Equalizer,	Bass	Booster	and	Virtualizer.	Make	your	android	device	sounds	like	never	before.	Equalizer	&	Bass	Booster	is	a	Down	4979	times0	Collection	AppMgr	Pro	III	(App	2	SD)	for	Android	2017-08-13	18	App	2	SD	helps	you	to	get	more	free	internal	phone	storage	space	Are	you	running
out	of	application	storage?	Do	you	hate	having	to	check	each	and	every	app	if	it	supports	moving	to	the	SD	card?	Do	Down	76901	times1	Collection	Accupedo-Pro	Pedometer	for	Android	2017-08-13	0	Accupedo	is	an	accurate	pedometer	app	that	monitors	your	daily	walking	on	the	home	screen.	With	easy	to	read	charts	and	history	logs,	monitor	your
steps,	calories	burned,	distance,	and	time.	As	your	b	Down	2961	times0	Collection	1Tap	Cleaner	Pro	for	Android	2017-08-12	2	1-Tap	to	clean	all	cache,	search	histories	and	calls	log.	A	default	cleaner	is	also	included.	Are	you	running	out	of	application	storage?	You	now	can	get	more	available	storage	space	by	clearing	a	Down	22530	times3	Collection
Space	Void	for	Android	2017-08-04	0	We	all	love	space	game	and	yeah!	this	is	a	space	game	too.	You	are	a	Space	alien,	got	stuck	in	the	void	space	and	doomed	by	other	creatures.	The	only	way	to	end	this	is	to	take	those	creatures	to	the	Down	293	times0	Collection	Weather	&	Clock	Widget	Ad	Free	for	Android	2017-08-04	0	Weather	&	Clock	Widget
Ad	free,	the	quick	and	accurate	weather	app,	provides	detailed	weather	for	all	cities	worldwide,	it	searches	your	address	and	locates	cities	quickly,	and	provides	the	current	te	Down	6521	times1	Collection	Old	Man's	Journey	for	Android	2017-08-04	0	Explore	life’s	complexities	through	the	old	man’s	eyes	as	you	experience	his	heartache,	regret,	and
hope.	"A	gorgeous	experience"	-	TouchArcade	(10/10)	"Got	me	to	cry"	-	Kotaku	"A	whimsical	poe	Down	1142	times0	Collection	Page	10	RecForge	II	Pro	Audio	Recorder	for	Android	2017-08-04	0	RecForge	II	is	a	powerfull	dictaphone	(audio	recorder	&	editor)	for	Android.	It	allows	to	Record,	Play,	Edit	and	Share	sounds,	voices,	notes,	musics	or	any
other	audio	media.	-	Record	meetings,	re	Down	628	times0	Collection	Instant	Heart	Rate	-	Pro	for	Android	2017-08-04	1	Instant	Heart	Rate	is	the	most	accurate	Heart	Rate	Monitor	app	for	any	smartphone	and	it	does	not	need	any	external	hardware.	Use	it	for	optimizing	your	exercise	and	to	track	your	progress.	Install	Down	14009	times0	Collection
BikeComputer	Pro	for	Android	2017-08-04	0	BikeComputer	Pro	is	one	of	the	best	apps	for	cycling	or	other	outdoor	activities.	The	Pro	version	contains	all	features	you	need:	✓	New	:	Support	for	Ant+	sensors	✓	Easy	route	setu	Down	499	times0	Collection	Archos	Video	Player	for	Android	2017-08-04	0	ARCHOS	makes	Video	Player	app	available	for	all
Android	tablets	and	phones	(requires	Android	4.0	or	later)!	The	critically	acclaimed	Archos	video	player	app	offers	an	uncompromised	multimedia	experie	Down	6468	times0	Collection	3C	Toolbox	Pro	(Android	Tuner)	for	Android	2017-08-04	0	3C	Toolbox	is	the	must-have	app	for	every	Android	user	and	every	root	user	3C	Toolbox	combines	many
features	from	other	great	apps	into	one	giant	toolbox	with	a	modern	and	easy-to-use	interface.	3C	Down	2467	times0	Collection	Layton’s	Mystery	Journey	for	Android	2017-07-27	0	THE	MUCH-LOVED	LAYTON	SERIES	IS	BACK	WITH	A	10TH	ANNIVERSARY	INSTALLMENT!	Developed	by	LEVEL-5,	LAYTON’S	MYSTERY	JOURNEY™:	Katrielle	and	the
Millionaires’	Conspiracy	is	the	latest	game	in	t	Down	1794	times0	Collection	Journey	of	Haha	for	Android	2017-07-27	0	Journey	with	"Haha"	as	she	ascends	a	deadly	tower.	Face	new	challenges	in	each	room,	including	new	obstacles,	enemies	and	traps.	Don't	rely	on	your	speed	or	strength	to	get	you	through	this;	only	your	Down	398	times0	Collection
Island	Delta	for	Android	2017-07-27	0	Island	Delta	is	an	exciting	action	filled	adventure	game	where	you	wield	a	powerful	anti-gravity	weapon	to	defeat	dangerous	enemies,	solve	puzzles	and	overcome	hazardous	traps.	Explore	this	retro-futu	Down	2942	times0	Collection	Na4	|	Action	Puzzle	Game	for	Android	2017-07-27	0	BLAST	your	way	through
100	challenging	levels.	Discover	secret	artifacts	hidden	throughout	the	game!	--	Featured	on	PocketGamer	and	iPlayApps.de	--	HOW	TO	PLAY:	Tap,	drag	and	release	to	l	Down	308	times0	Collection	Couch-to-5K	for	Android	2017-07-26	0	Get	off	the	couch	with	the	OFFICIAL	Couch-to-5K®	training	app	from	Active.com!	This	oft-imitated	program	has
helped	thousands	of	new	runners	move	from	the	couch	to	the	finish	line.	Spend	just	20	Down	975	times0	Collection	Down	30861	times1	Collection	Warhammer	40,000:	Regicide	for	Android	2017-07-26	0	Regicide	is	a	brutal	take	on	one	of	the	greatest	turn	based	strategy	games	of	all	time.	The	game	fuses	multiple	phases	of	combat	with	dynamic
action.	Maneuver	your	army	into	place	and	unleash	a	devast	Down	2132	times0	Collection	Sentinels	of	the	Multiverse	for	Android	2017-07-26	0	Calling	all	Sentinels!	Do	you	have	what	it	takes	to	defend	the	Multiverse?	Compose	a	team	of	comic	book	heroes,	each	with	their	own	playstyles,	backstories,	and	grudges.	Pit	them	against	a	variety	of	Down
1149	times0	Collection	Survivalcraft	2	for	Android	2017-07-26	0	You	are	marooned	on	the	shores	of	an	infinite	blocky	world.	Explore,	mine	resources,	craft	tools	and	weapons,	make	traps	and	grow	plants.	Tailor	clothes	and	hunt	over	30	real	world	animals	for	food	an	Down	3787	times0	Collection	Youtubers	Life	-	Gaming	for	Android	2017-07-26	0
Youtubers	Life	is	the	ultimate	life	simulation/tycoon	videogame	in	which	you	can	effortfully	become	the	world’s	greatest	gaming	video	blogger	in	history	by	editing	videos,	expanding	the	amount	of	fan	Down	31230	times0	Collection	TuneIn	Radio	Pro	-	Live	Radio	for	Android	2017-07-26	12	Listen	to	your	favorite	radio	stations	for	free	with	TuneIn
Radio.	With	over	100,000	stations,	TuneIn	has	the	largest	selection	of	sports,	news,	music	and	talk	radio	from	around	the	world.	TuneIn	Rad	Down	79611	times5	Collection	Ruzzle	for	Android	2017-07-26	0	Join	over	55	million	players	in	the	world's	fastest	word	game!	Challenge	your	friends	to	see	who	is	the	best!	Can	you	find	the	most	words	in	two
minutes?	Find	words	among	the	scrambled	letters,	Down	725	times0	Collection	Tasker	for	Android	2017-07-26	2	Total	Automation,	from	settings	to	SMS.	ADC2	finalist!	*	Triggers:	App,	Time,	Day,	Location,	Hard/Soft	State,	Event,	Shortcut,	Widget,	Timer,	Plugins	*	Actions:	200+	built-in,	plugin	support	*	Task	Down	24173	times1	Collection	PlayerPro
Music	Player	for	Android	2017-07-25	24	The	ultimate	music	player	for	Android.	*	Browse	and	play	your	music	by	albums,	artists,	genres,	songs,	playlists,	folders,	and	album	artists.	*	Video	browser	and	player.	*	Automatically	downloads	m	Down	133231	times4	Collection	HikiPlayer	Pro	for	Android	2017-07-25	0	HikiPlayer	is	a	lightweight	folder	based
music	player.	Features：	-Local	lyrics	search	by	tag	-Customizable	text,	background,	icon	color	-Customizable	font,	icon,	seekbar	size	-Skins	-Auto-color	Down	2367	times0	Collection	Page	11	Big	Sport	Fishing	3D	for	Android	2017-07-25	5	An	exciting	new	3D	Fishing	Game	only	on	Android.	Just	flick	your	wrist	to	cast.	This	is	the	full	version	of	Big
Sport	Fishing.	Enjoy	beautiful	panoramic	views	and	stunning	3D	graphics	in	this	excitin	Down	21334	times2	Collection	3D	Flip	Clock	&	World	Weather	Pro	for	Android	2017-07-25	0	A	fully	customizable	3D	flip	clock	and	world	weather	widget.	3D	Flip	clock	&	world	weather	widget	is	a	full	featured,	size	4x2	or	5x2	fully	customizable	digital	clock	and
weather	forecast	widget	Th	Down	19342	times0	Collection	J4T	Multitrack	Recorder	for	Android	2017-07-25	0	The	J4T	is	a	4-track	recorder,	great	for	recording	your	song	ideas	and	demos.	Features:	*	Play	&	record	on	four	tracks	*	Create	MP3	(or	WAV)	*	Share	with	apps	like	SoundCloud,	Google	Drive,	Gm	Down	23735	times0	Collection	Draw	Rider	+
for	Android	2017-07-25	1	You	need	to	get	to	the	end	of	the	road,	not	crashing.	The	game	is	made	in	black	and	white	style,	and	has	realistic	physics.	You	will	find	a	wide	variety	of	trails,	and	using	the	level	editor	you	can	c	Down	3026	times0	Collection	Ultimate	Guitar	Tabs	&	Chords	for	Android	2017-07-17	4	An	easy	and	convenient	application	for
viewing	guitar	Tablatures	on	your	phone.	Ultimate	Guitar	Tabs	is	an	easy	and	convenient	application	for	viewing	guitar	Tablatures,	bass	Tablatures,	drum	Tablatu	Down	103144	times1	Collection	Wave	Control	Pro	for	Android	2017-07-17	0	Control	Your	Phone	With	a	Wave	of	Your	Hand!	Uses	the	proximity	sensor	on	your	phone	to	allow	control	of	your
music	and	video	playback	and	calls	by	waving	your	hand	over	your	phone.	This	Pro	version	Down	9223	times0	Collection	Mini	Motor	Racing	for	Android	2017-07-17	18	Little	cars,	BIG	fun!	Start	your	engines!	The	most	vibrant,	super-charged	racing	game	you’ve	ever	seen	is	here!	Mini	Motor	Racing	plays	like	a	favorite	remote-controlled	car
showdown,	combined	with	Down	63631	times0	Collection	Another	World	for	Android	2017-07-17	2	Also	known	as	Out	Of	This	World™	and	released	across	more	than	a	dozen	platforms	since	its	1991	debut,	Another	World™	has	attained	cult	status	among	critics	and	sophisticated	gamers	alike	Down	23417	times1	Collection	Foxit	Business	PDF	Reader
for	Android	2017-07-16	0	Want	a	business-ready	PDF	reader?	Try	Foxit	MobilePDF	Business.	This	is	an	easy-to-use	PDF	reader	which	allows	you	to	view,	annotate,	and	protect	PDF	files	on	Android	devices	while	on	the	go.	Unlike	o	Down	8937	times0	Collection	Light	Flow	-	LED&Notifications	for	Android	2017-07-16	1	Take	control	of	your	notifications.
LEDs,	vibrations,	repeating	sounds	and	more.	Light	Flow	allows	you	to	take	control	of	your	notification	LED	colors	and	makes	them	successively	flash	one	color	afte	Down	16986	times2	Collection	Bloons	Supermonkey	2	for	Android	2017-07-16	0	Endless	legions	of	colorful	bloons	in	outlandish	shapes	and	patterns	are	invading	Monkey	Town	and	only
Super	Monkey	can	stop	them!	Equip	dozens	of	powerful	weapons,	unlock	never-before-seen	Super	Monk	Down	1863	times0	Collection	Train	Sim	Pro	for	Android	2017-07-16	0	Train	Sim	is	a	3D	Train	Simulator	that	allows	you	to	control	a	train	as	it	goes	around	a	track.	Current	version	has	5	Scenes	and	allows	you	to	control	speed,	direction,	sound
horn/bell,	control	train	Down	6461	times0	Collection	SLAMMED!	for	Android	2017-07-16	0	Turn	a	scripted	steel-cage	wrestling	match	into	a	real	fight	in	this	250,000-word	interactive	novel!	You've	always	dreamed	of	becoming	pro	wrestling's	biggest	star...but	a	wrestler's	world	is	fraug	Down	376	times0	Collection	i	Fishing	for	Android	2017-07-16	1
The	most	popular	iPhone	fishing	game	with	over	20	million	downloads	is	now	available	for	Android!	This	is	THE	MOST	REALISTIC	AND	IN-DEPTH	fishing	game	for	Android.	This	is	not	an	arcade	game	like	t	Down	17031	times0	Collection	OXENFREE	for	Android	2017-07-04	0	The	critically	acclaimed,	mind-bending	adventure	comes	to	Android	with
custom	touch	controls.	Oxenfree	is	a	supernatural	thriller	about	a	group	of	friends	who	unwittingly	open	a	ghostly	rift.	Play	Down	1066	times0	Collection	Windward	for	Android	2017-07-04	0	Designed	from	the	start	to	be	a	fully	procedural	co-op	game,	Windward	can	be	played	by	yourself,	but	it	truly	comes	alive	when	playing	with	friends.	Start	by
generating	a	procedural	world	that	will	be	Down	1293	times0	Collection	Flight	Simulator	FlyWings	2017	for	Android	2017-07-04	0	Flight	Simulator	2017	FlyWings	is	finally	here!	It	contains	many	improvements	and	the	flight	physics	are	perfect!	Enjoy	a	huge	set	of	aircraft	-	55	-	and	almost	every	air	company	there	is!	This	is	def	Down	2893	times0
Collection	Scanner	Radio	Pro	for	Android	2017-07-04	4	Listen	to	police	and	fire	departments	from	around	the	world	on	your	phone.	Listen	to	live	audio	from	over	3,600	police	and	fire	scanners,	weather	radios,	and	amateur	radio	repeaters	from	around	the	w	Down	14626	times0	Collection	Rebuild	3:	Gangs	of	Deadsville	for	Android	2017-07-04	0	It's
been	a	few	years	since	the	zombpocalypse	turned	the	world's	cities	into	graveyards	and	sent	the	few	survivors	into	hiding.	Now	you	must	gather	them	up	and	restore	civilization	to	a	ruined	city,	o	Down	1601	times0	Collection	Impulse	Music	Player	Pro	for	Android	2017-07-04	0	Disclaimer:	Use	Headphones	for	best	experience.	This	is	ad	free	version	of
Horizon	Music	Player	Supported	Gestures:	-	Swipe	left/right	to	play	next/previous	song	-	Tap	on	screen	anywhere	to	play/	Down	1493	times0	Collection	Page	12	Pure	news	widget	(scrollable)	for	Android	2017-07-04	0	Pure	news	widget	is	a	scrollable	widget	for	news	reading	(Rss/Atom)	compatible	with	Feedly	and	your	own	RSS	list	(OPML)	.	Note	:
since	Google	service	ends	(July	1rst),	Pure	news	widget	will	sync	with	Down	3352	times0	Collection	Couple	Tracker	-	Phone	monitor	for	Android	2017-07-04	0	Couple	Tracker	is	BEST	AFFAIR	AND	CHEATING	PREVENTION	AND	DETECTION	MOBILE	APPLICATION	FOR	PARTNERS,	lovers	and	husbands	!	•	Mobile	monitor	app	allows	couples	to
monitor,	share	and	exchange	tex	Down	1332	times0	Collection	2	Battery	Pro	-	Battery	Saver	for	Android	2017-07-04	0	Does	the	phone	run	out	of	battery	quickly?	Does	the	phone	always	die	at	crucial	moment?	This	app	extends	many	extra	hours	to	the	battery	life	by	managing	Internet	connection	intelligently	and	in	the	b	Down	10153	times0	Collection
μTorrent	Pro	-	Torrent	App	for	Android	2017-06-26	1	Upgrade	to	AD-FREE	μTorrent	Pro,	from	the	developers	of	the	#1	torrent	app	in	the	Google	Play	Store,	and	the	#1	bittorrent	client	on	desktops	worldwide.	µTorrent	Pro	(uTorrent	Pro)	is	a	light	Down	31781	times1	Collection	Epic	Little	War	Game	for	Android	2017-06-26	0	It’s	time	to	mobilize
because	the	Little	War	Game	is	back	and	this	time	it	is	EPIC!	The	latest	in	the	3.5	million	selling	series	of	strategic	war	games	offers	an	immense	array	of	challenges	that	w	Down	679	times0	Collection	Flood	of	Light	for	Android	2017-06-26	0	A	mysterious	girl	in	the	raincoat	comes	to	the	city	submerged	by	rain.	Subside	the	rain	and	save	the	city	by
illuminating	the	lamp	and	stone	posts	with	her	little	light	on	hand.	You’ll	be	the	myste	Down	471	times0	Collection	Dungeon	Village	for	Android	2017-06-26	3	Build	a	heroic	hamlet	that	warriors	and	merchants	can	call	home!	Welcome	to	an	epic	RPG	world	in	which	the	town	you	build	can	grow	from	humble	hamlet	into	a	mecca	for	the	land's	most
ambitious	advent	Down	11332	times2	Collection	Bloons	TD	5	for	Android	2017-06-26	26	Five-star	tower	defense	with	unrivaled	depth	and	replayability	-	now	featuring	2-player	co-operative	play!	Build	awesome	towers,	choose	your	favorite	upgrades,	hire	cool	new	Special	Agents,	and	pop	e	Down	224386	times0	Collection	Robbery	Bob	2:	Double
Trouble	for	Android	2017-06-20	0	The	true	king	of	thieves	is	back	in	business!	Luckless	burglar	Bob	is	up	to	his	old	tricks	again	in	Robbery	Bob	2:	Double	Trouble.	Sneak	around	security	guards,	past	patrolling	pensioners	and	evad	Down	43585	times0	Collection	Mr	Future	Ninja	for	Android	2017-06-20	0	A	ninja	stealths	around	a	futuristic	skyscraper	-
the	headquarters	of	an	evil	corporation.	They	have	abducted	your	clan	and	are	planning	to	conduct	experiments	on	them.	Their	plan	is	to	clone	their	Down	618	times0	Collection	Blue	Light	Filter	Pro	for	Android	2017-06-20	0	An	app	that	reduces	the	amount	of	blue	light	emitted	by	overlaying	a	translucent	filter.	It	keeps	the	eyes	healthy	by	reducing
the	amount	of	blue	light	that	reaches	them	and	helps	users	achieve	comfo	Down	532	times0	Collection	RollerCoaster	Tycoon	Classic	for	Android	2017-06-20	0	RollerCoaster	Tycoon	Classic	is	a	new	RCT	experience,	combining	the	best	features	from	two	of	the	most	successful	and	beloved	RCT	games	in	the	series’	history	–	RollerCoaster	Tycoon®	and
Roller	Down	6163	times0	Collection	Pure	Calendar	widget	(agenda)	for	Android	2017-06-20	0	THE	Android	widget	for	agenda	and	tasks	!!!	Widget	for	Agenda	/	Tasks	/	TODO	(agenda	style)	-	Synced	with	Google	calendars	-	Show	calendars	from	Google,	TouchDown	&	Moto/LG	Exchange	-	Show	tasks	fr	Down	8216	times0	Collection	Moon+	Reader	Pro
for	Android	2017-06-20	4	Your	finger	ebook	reader	with	fantastic	reading	experience.	Professional	book	reader	with	powerful	controls	&	full	functions.	*Support	online	ebook	libraries	and	personal	calibre	ebook	server.	*Read	Down	61719	times1	Collection	Mind	Games	Pro	for	Android	2017-06-19	0	Get	it	while	it's	on	sale!	This	is	the	unlimited,	ad-
free,	version	of	the	hit	brain	training	app.	Mind	Games	is	a	great	collection	of	games	based	in	part	on	principles	of	cognitive	psychology	to	help	Down	2433	times0	Collection	HoloGrid:	Monster	Battle	Tango	for	Android	2017-06-19	0	HoloGrid:	Monster	Battle	Tango	is	an	original	Next-Gen	Augmented	Reality	gaming	concept	by	HappyGiant	featuring
the	Monsters	of	VFX	Legend	Phil	Tippett.	A	"Hybrid"	Board	Game,	Collectible	Card	Game	(C	Down	689	times0	Collection	CamScanner	-Phone	PDF	Creator	full	for	Android	2017-06-19	13	Turn	any	Smartphone	into	a	Scanner	with	CamScanner	for	Intelligent	Document	Management	CamScanner	is	an	intelligent	document	management	solution	for
individuals,	small	businesses,	organizations,	gove	Down	53318	times4	Collection	TweetCaster	Pink	for	Twitter	for	Android	2017-06-19	1	A	portion	of	your	purchase	goes	to	support	this	great	cause	and	gets	you	a	unique,	ad-free	app.	Features:	*	Ability	to	dedicate	your	download	to	someone	by	sending	a	customized	tweet	*	Manage	and	Down	3319
times0	Collection	Lucid	Launcher	Pro	for	Android	2017-06-19	0	Lucid	launcher	is	a	different	type	of	launcher	from	all	the	rest.	We	don't	do	things	normally,	we	dare	to	recreate	and	innovate	new	ways	to	improve	the	user	experience.	Lucid	launcher's	revolves	aroun	Down	5192	times0	Collection	Riptide	GP:	Renegade	for	Android	2017-06-19	0
Experience	the	future	of	illicit	hydrojet	racing,	where	armored	riders	kick	out	death-defying	stunts	over	massive	waterfalls,	dodge	cops	through	public	waterways,	and	boost	at	breakneck	speeds	across	Down	5128	times0	Collection	Page	13	Angry	Birds	Go!	for	Android[Unlimited	Money]	2017-06-19	0	Welcome	to	downhill	racing	on	Piggy	Island!	Feel
the	rush	as	you	fling	those	freewheeling	birds	and	piggies	down	the	track	at	breakneck	speed	–	with	plenty	of	twists	and	turns	in	a	thrilling	race	to	Down	66533	times0	Collection	Down	300	times0	Collection	Elder	Sign:	Omens	for	Android	2017-06-19	12	The	tense	excitement	of	Elder	Sign	is	now	available	for	Android!	Elder	Sign:	Omens	places	you	in
control	of	up	to	four	intrepid	investigators,	as	they	fight	to	keep	all-powerful	Ancient	Ones	from	inva	Down	18291	times1	Collection	Battery	Widget	Reborn	2017	for	Android	2017-06-19	4	This	app	provides	following	functionality:	Battery	widget	-	circle	battery	level	indicator	indicator	perfectly	fits	pure	Android	design	-	resizable	on	Android	4.x+	-
support	for	both	main	and	ex	Down	9657	times1	Collection	bit	Dungeon	II	for	Android	2017-06-19	0	bit	Dungeon	II	is	fast	action	roguelike	game	with	a	giant	overworld	to	explore.	You	are	a	spirit	in	an	undead	world	of	demons.	Your	"loved	one's	"	grave	has	been	desecrated.	Fight	through	these	corru	Down	745	times0	Collection	AccuWeather	Platinum
for	Android	2017-06-19	7	AccuWeather	Platinum	users	love	it	for	the	reliable	weather	forecasts	and	vibrant	features,	and	because	it	is	completely	ad	free.	They	describe	it	as	“brilliant”	and	the	“best	weather	app	for	Andro	Down	15678	times0	Collection	Nimian	Legends	:	BrightRidge	(Unreleased)	for	Android	2017-06-13	0	EXPLORE	A	BEAUTIFUL
OPEN	WORLD	FANTASY	WILDERNESS	Run,	swim	and	fly	through	glistening	waterfalls	and	rivers,	overgrown	forests,	sky-high	mountains	and	ancient	dungeons.	Shape	change	into	powerful	dr	Down	1290	times0	Collection	Football	Agent	for	Android	2017-06-13	0	Be	the	person	behind	the	biggest	deals	in	football.	You	don't	care	about	trophies	and
winners	medals.	You	only	care	about	money	and	your	clients	happiness.	•	Play	in	England,	Spain,	Germany,	Down	784	times0	Collection	Stickman	Legends:	Shadow	Wars	for	Android	2017-06-13	0	Stickman	Legends:	Shadow	Wars	–	The	best	game	ever	in	Stickman	games	series!	Stickman	fighter	story	-	When	Satan	came	back	to	life,	darkness	covered
the	whole	world,	the	demon’s	army	turned	back	Down	1028	times0	Collection	Isoland	for	Android	2017-06-13	0	One	of	the	most	anticipated	independent	puzzle	games	of	2017!	Nominated	for	the	IndiePlay	Awards	of	"Best	Art".	"The	most	merciful	thing	in	the	world,	I	think,	is	the	inability	of	the	human	mind	to	Down	741	times0	Collection	Relax
Melodies	P:	Sleep	&	Yoga	for	Android	2017-06-13	2	Sleep	problems?	Insomnia?	Personalized	white	noise,	sleep	sounds	and	meditation	can	help	you	fall	asleep!	Take	back	control	of	your	sleep	with	Relax	Melodies,	the	most	popular	sleep	app	featured	in	Down	11420	times1	Collection	DW	Contacts	&	Phone	&	Dialer	for	Android	2017-06-13	1	DW
Contacts	&	Phone	is	a	powerful	(MUST	HAVE)	replacement	for	your	stock	dialer,	contacts	and	phone	management	application	KEY	FEATURES	------------	+	multi-language	support	+	most	functions	are	a	Down	11997	times1	Collection	Dark	Guardians	for	Android	2017-06-13	0	From	the	graphic	designer	of	"LUMI"	selected	by	Apple	for	the	"app	of	the
week",	Dark	Guardians	is	the	most	epic	adventure	game	on	the	App	Store.	Between	a	runner	game	and	a	rhythm	game,	Dark	Guard	Down	1692	times0	Collection	Crowntakers	for	Android	2017-06-13	0	Dark	times	are	imminent:	the	king’s	abduction	throws	a	once	peaceful	land	into	turmoil.	Being	the	chosen	one	elected	by	the	king	himself	through	one
of	your	dreams,	you	embark	on	an	adventurous	journ	Down	1670	times0	Collection	Apex	Launcher	Pro	unlocked	for	Android	2017-06-13	24	Powerful,	fast,	and	highly	customizable	home	replacement	for	Android	4.0+.	Apex	Launcher	helps	you	create	a	customized	homescreen	experience	on	your	Android	(4.0+)	device.	Apex	Launcher	Pro	unlocks	th
Down	76465	times6	Collection	Tiny	Guardians	for	Android	2017-06-13	0	From	the	creators	of	King’s	League:	Odyssey	comes	Tiny	Guardians	-	a	strategy	TD	game	with	a	twist!	Prepare	to	embark	on	an	epic	adventure	with	these	tiny	heroes!	Summon	unique	guardians	to	defen	Down	4202	times1	Collection	Fast	Scanner	Pro:	PDF	Doc	Scan	for	Android
2017-06-09	0	Fast	Scanner	turns	your	Android	devices	into	a	multiple	pages	scanner	for	documents,	receipts,	notes,	invoices,	business	cards,	whiteboards	and	other	paper	text.	With	Fast	Scanner,	you	can	quickly	sca	Down	1406	times0	Collection	The	Lords	of	Midnight	for	Android	2017-06-09	0	Mike	Singleton's	'84	classic	Adventure	Strategy	game,
brought	to	and	updated	for	Android.	"The	Lords	of	Midnight	is	not	simply	an	adventure	game	nor	simply	a	war	game.	It	was	really	a	new	type	that	Down	281	times0	Collection	Light	Manager	Pro	for	Android	2017-06-09	0	Configure	LED	color	and	its	flashing	frequency	for	notification	as	shown	below:	-	Miss	call	-	SMS	-	MMS	-	Gmail	-	Calendar
reminder	-	Hangouts	-	*Email	-	*Facebook	-	*Facebook	Messenger	-	*T	Down	2321	times0	Collection	Oh...Sir!	The	Insult	Simulator	for	Android	2017-06-09	0	The	parrot	is	back	from	the	dead	bringing	countless	new	insults	for	your	disposal,	Sir!	Remember	that	silly	game	that	parted	lovers,	destroyed	families	and	turned	friends	into	enemies?	Here’s	its
suc	Down	692	times0	Collection	Page	14	Doomdark's	Revenge	for	Android	2017-06-09	0	Mike	Singleton's	'85	classic	Adventure	Strategy	sequel	to	The	Lords	of	Midnight,	brought	to	and	updated	for	Android.	"It	is	many	moons	now	since	the	Lords	of	Midnight	first	appeared	out	of	the	soft	Down	257	times0	Collection	Lightning	Web	Browser	+	for
Android	2017-06-09	0	Lightning	Browser	Plus	is	a	simple,	fast	web	browser	that	focuses	on	design,	security,	and	efficiency.	It	uses	material	design,	doesn't	track	you,	give	you	lots	of	options	to	protect	your	privacy,	and	Down	744	times0	Collection	Let's	Create!	Pottery	for	Android	2017-06-09	11	With	Let's	Create:	Pottery	making	ceramics	has	never
been	more	simple	and	fun!	Become	a	true	artist	and	create	"one	of	a	kind"	pottery	items	and	share	them	with	your	friends!	Throw	the	clay	on	the	whe	Down	54132	times1	Collection	Movie	Mate	Pro	for	Android	2017-06-08	0	Movie	Mate	is	the	most	complete	and	beautiful	app	for	anyone	who’s	looking	for	a	quick	opinion	about	a	movie.	It	displays
movie	ratings	from	all	the	major	sources:	Trakt.tv,	TMDb,	Rotten	Tomatoes	(c	Down	1570	times0	Collection	Smart	Launcher	Pro	for	Android	2017-06-05	16	SIMPLE,	LIGHT,	FAST	Speed	up	your	device	with	Smart	Launcher	3.	The	innovative	launcher	that	makes	your	Android	more	intuitive	and	well	organized.	Find	out	why	it	has	been	downloaded	by
over	twenty	Down	50180	times2	Collection	Table	Tennis	Touch	for	Android	2017-06-05	0	Table	Tennis	Touch®	is	the	finger-swiping	and	heart-pumping	ping	pong	game	that	took	the	world	by	storm	in	2014	-	and	now	it's	exclusively	available	on	Lollipop!	With	its	stunning	graphics,	Down	7979	times0	Collection	Runtastic	PRO	Running,	Fitness	for
Android	2017-06-05	3	Your	personal	tracking	app	for	running,	biking	and	other	sports	activities!	Take	your	fitness	to	a	new	level	with	runtastic.	runtastic	uses	GPS	to	map	your	fitness	activities	-	running,	biking,	walki	Down	28304	times0	Collection	Mobile	Doc	Scanner	3	+	OCR	for	Android	2017-06-05	2	Extremely	useful	mobile	tool	gives	users	the
power	to	scan	any	type	of	document,	transform	it	into	PDF	format	and	share	it	right	from	your	device.	With	MDScan	users	are	free	to	scan	any	type	of	doc	Down	8154	times0	Collection	March	to	a	Million	for	Android	2017-06-05	0	Become	the	boss	of	a	talent	agency	in	this	management	simulation	game!	Hire	up-and-coming	unique	talent	by
advertising	and	scouting!	Start	by	deciding	on	a	record	company.	Give	your	new	artists	le	Down	1783	times0	Collection	X-plore	File	Manager	for	Android	2017-06-05	2	X-plore	is	dual-pane	file	manager	with	tree	view,	LAN/FTP/Root/Clouds	and	more.	Highlights:	*	Dual-pane	tree	view	*	Root,	FTP,	SMB,	Sqlite,	Picasa,	Zip,	Rar	explorer	*	Cloud	storage
access:	Goog	Down	33351	times1	Collection	Jet	Car	Stunts	for	Android	2017-06-04	3	Jet	Car	Stunts	is	an	award	winning,	over	the	top,	adrenaline	rush,	3D	driving	game,	with	massive	jumps,	mid-air	hoops,	floating	platforms,	spiral	roadways	and	outlandish	manoeuvres	in	impossible	envir	Down	10393	times0	Collection	Angry	Birds	Epic	for	Android
[Mod	Money]	2017-06-04	0	Get	ready	for	a	bird-tastic	FREE	RPG	adventure	filled	with	“weapons”	(whatever	they	could	get	ahold	of),	magic,	bad	guys	and	silly	hats!	Lead	your	feathery	team	into	battle	now	–	it’s	going	to	be	Down	24350	times0	Collection	The	Hole	Story	for	Android	2017-06-04	0	The	Hole	Story	was	designed	and	directed	by	The
Negatives,	winners	of	the	inaugural	Girls	Make	Games	summer	camp	in	2014.	To	learn	more,	visit	www.girlsmakegames.com	When	an	unsuspecting	young	girl	Down	353	times0	Collection	Full	Screen	Caller	ID	PRO	for	Android[unlocked]	2017-06-04	13	This	is	the	original	Android	Full	Screen	Caller	ID	with	more	than	2	Millions	downloads	and
50.000+	paid	installations	!	The	Full	Screen	Caller	ID	is	a	replacement	caller	screen	for	your	Android	Devi	Down	35310	times2	Collection	FolderSync	for	Android	2017-06-04	2	FolderSync	enables	easy	sync	of	files	between	cloud	storage	and	Android	devices.	FolderSync	is	a	application	that	enables	simple	sync	to	cloud	based	storage	to	and	from	local
folders	on	the	device	me	Down	6328	times2	Collection	Root	Explorer	(File	Manager)	for	Android	2017-06-04	37	Root	Explorer	is	the	ultimate	file	manager	for	root	users.	Access	the	whole	of	android's	file	system	(including	the	elusive	data	folder!).	Features	include	multiple	tabs,	Google	Drive,	Box,	Dropbox	Down	282405	times7	Collection	After	the
End	Forsaken	Destiny	for	Android	2017-06-04	0	Get	ready	to	flex	your	mental	muscles	and	be	wow’ed	in	After	The	End:	Forsaken	Destiny.	Solve	stunning	3d	puzzles	of	ever-increasing	difficulty;	discover	a	breathtaking,	ancient	world	ready	to	be	Down	839	times0	Collection	PhotoMap	PRO	Photo	Gallery	for	Android	2017-06-01	0	View	your	photos	and
trips	in	a	fascinating	way.	PhotoMap	helps	you	finding	great	places	again.	Relive	your	trips	by	jumping	virtually	from	location	to	location.	Keep	your	memories	alive	like	never	be	Down	530	times0	Collection	Solo	Music	Player	Pro	for	Android	2017-06-01	0	This	is	the	PREMIUM	version	of	our	free	app	Solo	Music	Player.	(This	one	is	ad-free	and	has
some	additional	features	like	Folder	Blacklisting,	Car	Mode	etc.)	We	encourage	you	to	try	the	free	version	b	Down	1365	times0	Collection	To	the	Moon	for	Android	2017-06-01	0	A	story-driven	experience	about	two	doctors	traversing	backwards	through	a	dying	man's	memories	to	artificially	fulfill	his	last	wish.	ABOUT	THIS	GAME	Dr.	Rosalene	and
Dr.	Watts	have	peculiar	jobs	Down	737	times0	Collection	Page	15	Alone	Planet	for	Android	2017-06-01	0	Forsaken	and	alone,	a	boy	must	find	his	way	home.	After	being	trapped	in	a	mysterious	dark	planet,	the	little	boy	must	explore	this	eerie,	somber	world	filled	with	deadly	traps	and	terrifying	monst	Down	255	times0	Collection	Video	Converter	Pro
for	Android	2017-06-01	0	-	Video	Converter	is	a	real	video	converter,	which	supports	almost	all	video	and	audio	formats;	HD	video,	HTML5	video,	WMV,	MKV,	AVI,	MP4,MOV	and	more,also	supports	basic	Editing	like	slowmotion,crop,	Down	895	times0	Collection	Password	Manager	SafeInCloud	for	Android	2017-05-31	0	SafeInCloud	Password
Manager	allows	you	to	keep	your	logins,	passwords,	and	other	private	info	safe	and	secure	in	an	encrypted	database.	You	can	synchronize	your	data	with	another	phone,	tablet,	Mac	o	Down	3159	times0	Collection	Internet	Radio	Recorder	Pro	for	Android	2017-05-31	0	•	Powerful	internet	streaming/recording	software	(captures	live	streams	with	no
loss	of	quality);	•	Create	LONG	HIGH-QUALITY	recordings	of	radio	streams	and	easily	move	off	device	via	USB	Down	766	times0	Collection	Kill	'em	All	for	Android	2017-05-31	0	In	a	world	torn	apart	by	violence	and	blind	rage,	you	participate	in	a	tournament	to	death	against	a	horde	of	mythical	creatures.	Shoot	fast	and	your	deeds	will	echo
throughout	history.	Be	just	a	l	Down	363	times0	Collection	Folder	Player	Pro	for	Android	2017-05-31	0	Folder	Player	Pro	is	a	directory	and	file-centric	musicmp3	player	and	is	a	more	advanced	version	of	its	popular	free	counterpart.	It	adds	the	following	capabilities	on	top	of	free	version:	-	Unli	Down	2719	times0	Collection	Titan	HD	for	Android	2017-
05-31	0	The	epic	struggle	for	domination	is	now	available	for	Android	tablets!	Players	take	the	role	of	a	Titan,	moving	through	the	constantly	changing	terrain	of	the	Land	with	Legions	of	Ogres,	Gargoyles	Down	617	times0	Collection	Floating	Apps	(multitasking)	for	Android	2017-05-30	0	You	can	create	your	own	floating	apps	from	home	screen
widgets	or	any	URLs	now!	Please	do	not	rate	us	bad	because	you	miss	some	floating	app.	We	have	to	stick	with	Android	limitations	and	cannot	si	Down	3012	times0	Collection	Camera	FV-5	for	Android	2017-05-30	10	Camera	FV-5	is	a	professional	camera	application	for	mobile	devices,	that	puts	DSLR-like	manual	controls	in	your	fingertips.	Tailored	to
enthusiast	and	professional	photographers,	with	this	camera	app	Down	53920	times1	Collection	Pango	Pirate	for	Android	2017-05-28	0	The	treasure	hunt	begins!	Pango	is	a	famous	pirate!	EMBARK	on	his	boat	equipped	with	a	cannon	and	a	black	flag.	TRAVEL	the	seas	with	him.	Seek	adventure	from	island	to	island.	EXPLORE	a	world	full	Down	286
times0	Collection	Sometimes	You	Die	for	Android	2017-05-28	0	This	one	is	different.	In	this	game,	you	have	to	die.	∙	∙	∙	∙	∙	∙	∙	∙	∙	∙	∙	∙	∙	∙	∙	∙	∙	W	Down	310	times0	Collection	Sweet	Drmzzz	for	Android	2017-05-28	0	When	sleep	sets	in,	that's	when	the	real	adventures	begin!	Many	levels	of	point	and	click,	puzzle	and	arcade	action	by	Bart	Bonte	/
bontegames.	Silver	PocketGamer	Award	winner	"Elegant,	charming,	Down	249	times0	Collection	Goat	Simulator	Waste	of	Space	for	Android	2017-05-28	0	You've	already	been	through	the	zombie	apocalypze	in	Goat	Z	and	made	friends	with	NPCs	in	the	computed	world	of	Goat	MMO	Simulator.	What	on	earth	is	there	left	for	you	to	do?	The	answer	is
NOTHING!	Th	Down	3316	times0	Collection	Titanium	Backup	PRO	for	Android	2017-05-28	58	Titanium	Backup	is	the	most	powerful	backup	tool	on	Android,	and	then	some.	You	can	backup,	restore,	freeze	(with	Pro)	your	apps	+	data	+	Market	links.	This	includes	all	protected	apps	&	system	apps,	Down	325591	times14	Collection	Goat	Simulator
MMO	Simulator	for	Android	2017-05-28	0	Coffee	Stain	Studios	brings	next-gen	Goat	MMO	simulation	to	mobile	devices.	You	no	longer	have	to	fantasize	about	being	a	simulated	goat	in	a	simulated	MMO,	your	dreams	have	finally	come	true!	Feat	Down	8434	times0	Collection	Beholder	for	Android	2017-05-27	0	Welcome	to	a	grim	dystopian	future.	A
totalitarian	State	controls	every	aspect	of	private	and	public	life.	Laws	are	oppressive.	Surveillance	is	total.	Privacy	is	dead.	You	are	the	State-installed	m	Down	1504	times0	Collection	Mini	Metro	for	Android	2017-05-27	0	Mini	Metro,	the	sublime	subway	simulator,	now	on	Android	devices.	●	BAFTA	nominated	●	IGF	award	winning	●	Over	250,000
copies	sold	on	desktop	Mini	Metro	is	a	game	about	designing	a	subway	m	Down	1599	times0	Collection	Albert	and	Otto	for	Android	2017-05-27	0	In	this	first	installment	“The	Adventure	Begins”	the	player	is	thrown	headfirst	into	a	haunting	world	set	in	1939	Germany	in	search	of	a	mysterious	girl	with	bunny	ears.	Clues	as	to	who	she	is	an	Down	572
times0	Collection	Goat	Simulator	for	Android	2017-05-27	0	Goat	Simulator	is	the	latest	in	goat	simulation	technology,	bringing	next-gen	goat	simulation	to	YOU.	You	no	longer	have	to	fantasize	about	being	a	goat,	your	dreams	have	finally	come	true!	Gamep	Down	56584	times0	Collection	Goat	Simulator	GoatZ	for	Android	2017-05-27	0	GoatZ	is	the
latest	official	addition	to	the	Goat	Simulator	universe,	and	is	a	fine	contender	for	the	dumbest	thing	to	come	from	Coffee	Stain	Studios	yet	-	GOATS	AND	ZOMBIES	IN	THE	SAME	GAME!	Well	if	Down	16924	times0	Collection	Page	16	8-Bit	Farm	for	Android	2017-05-27	0	This	humble	little	farm	desperately	needs	a	new	manager,	such	as	you!	Start	out
by	getting	some	livestock,	grow	flowers,	fruit	and	vegetables,	gradually	expanding	your	fields	and	increasing	the	number	Down	8356	times0	Collection	Need	for	Speed	No	Limits	for	Android	[Mod	Money]	2017-05-26	0	Race	for	dominance	in	the	first	white-knuckle	edition	of	Need	for	Speed	made	just	for	mobile	–	from	the	developer	that	brought	you
Real	Racing	3.	Build	your	dream	ride	with	an	unbelievable	range	of	c	Down	82713	times0	Collection	Space	RPG	3	for	Android	2017-05-25	0	The	next	game	in	the	Space	RPG	series!	**English	only**	for	now	I	am	afraid.	As	this	is	a	new	release,	you	would	be	doing	me	a	huge	favour	by	reporting	all	bugs	to	Google	or	emailing	me	directly.	Down	323
times0	Collection	Edge	of	Reality:	Ring	(Full)	for	Android	2017-05-25	0	When	you	adopted	Ice	from	the	Lost	Hope	animal	shelter,	you	thought	you	were	picking	your	new	best	friend.	Little	did	you	know	that	you	weren’t	choosing	him,	but	in	fact	he	was	choosing	you!	This	lit	Down	600	times0	Collection	Alarm	Clock	Xtreme	&	Timer	for	Android	2017-
05-25	2	Wake	up	gently	to	your	favorite	music	and	avoid	accidentally	disabling	your	alarm	with	Alarm	Clock	Xtreme!	Our	smart	alarm	clock	includes	features	that	prevent	excessive	snoozing	and	get	you	out	of	b	Down	9632	times0	Collection	Red	Comrades	2	for	Android	2017-05-25	0	The	most	famous	and	awarded	Russian	adventure	game	of	all	time
now	available	worldwide!	Three	generations	of	Russian	gamers	was	raised	on	adventures	of	Pete	and	Vasily	Ivanovich.	Now	you	can	play	it	Down	1026	times0	Collection	Tilelands	for	Android	2017-05-22	0	Welcome	to	the	Tilelands.	Start	with	a	single	Island	Tile	and	tap	it	to	create	new	islands	around	it,	or	destroy	islands	that	already	exist.	Use	this
technique	to	solve	infinitely	generated	puzzles	wi	Down	282	times0	Collection	iCycle:	On	Thin	Ice	for	Android	2017-05-22	0	Ever	kissed	a	fish?	Games	and	art	become	one	in	the	masterfully	crafted	and	visually	stunning	Icycle:	On	Thin	Ice.	Play	as	the	cold	naked	hero	Dennis,	and	pedal,	jump	and	glide	through	each	beautif	Down	629	times0	Collection
Songsterr	Guitar	Tabs	&	Chords	for	Android	2017-05-22	4	Songsterr	is	a	tab	player	app	with	instant	access	to	400,000	high	quality	guitar,	bass	and	drum	tabs.	You	can	search	tabs	by	keyword	or	browse	by	tags	and	popularity.	With	Songsterr	you	no	longer	nee	Down	68539	times0	Collection	Choice	of	the	Ninja	for	Android	2017-05-22	0	Assassinate
the	shogun,	then	vanish	without	a	trace	in	this	interactive	fantasy	novel!	In	the	high-stakes	game	of	politics	between	two	feudal	lords,	you	are	a	ninja	village's	chosen	warrior.	Earn	g	Down	307	times0	Collection	Choice	of	Robots	for	Android	2017-05-22	0	The	robots	you	design	will	change	the	world!	Will	you	show	them	the	true	meaning	of	love,	or
conquer	Alaska	with	your	robot	army?	"Choice	of	Robots"	is	an	epic	300,000-word	interactive	sci-fi	novel	Down	446	times0	Collection	Rise	of	Balloons	for	Android	2017-05-22	0	In	an	industrial	city	plagued	by	despair,	you	take	control	of	its	people’s	only	remaining	hope	:	a	red	balloon!	With	your	help,	one	hopeful	child	will	be	able	to	solve	puzzles	and
share	her	joy	with	Down	258	times0	Collection	Animated	Photo	Frame	Widget	+	for	Android	2017-05-22	0	You	are	worth	having	the	best	photo	widget	on	Android.	The	one	you’ve	been	waiting	for.	※	Pro	version	features	●	Photo	slideshow	interval	can	be	chosen.	●	Original	frame	shadow	can	be	remove	Down	4280	times0	Collection	Splendor	for
Android	2017-05-22	0	The	OFFICIAL	digital	adaptation	of	the	best-selling	board	game	Splendor.	The	goal	of	the	game	is	to	build	the	most	impressive	jewel	trade	and	become	the	best-known	merchant	in	the	world.	The	player	wi	Down	2576	times0	Collection	EA	SPORTS	UFC	for	Android	2017-05-22	0	Step	into	the	Octagon®	with	EA	SPORTS™	UFC®
for	mobile!	Collect	your	favorite	UFC	fighters,	throw	down	in	competitive	combat,	and	earn	in-game	rewards	by	playing	live	events	tied	to	th	Down	21992	times1	Collection	Pocket	Stables	for	Android	2017-05-22	0	Manage	your	very	own	ranch	while	training	your	racehorses	to	win	big	in	exciting	races!	Build	training	facilities	like	dirt	courses	and
pools	amidst	the	beautiful	natural	surroundings	of	your	ranch.	Down	4920	times1	Collection	My	Boy!	-	GBA	Emulator	for	Android	2017-05-22	16	My	Boy!	is	a	super	fast	emulator	to	run	GameBoy	Advance	games	on	the	broadest	range	of	Android	devices,	from	very	low-end	phones	to	modern	tablets.	It	does	more	than	just	emulating	the	full	system.	Th
Down	167472	times1	Collection	Banner	Saga	2	for	Android	2017-05-22	0	The	epic	award	winning	story-based	role-playing	game	continues	its	emotional	journey	across	a	breaking	world.	Lead	your	Viking	clans	across	hostile	country	on	the	brink	of	collapse.	Make	bold	leade	Down	478	times0	Collection	Aero	Effect	for	Android	2017-05-22	0	You're	a
weird	little	wing	thingy	and	you	are	always	falling	downwards.	Sometimes	you'll	need	to	turn	so	you	don't	hit	things.	Down	267	times0	Collection	Pyracubes	for	Android	2017-05-18	0	Gather	the	Pyracubes	into	groups.	They	lock	together	when	they	touch,	so	be	careful	not	to	get	them	stuck.	This	full	version	of	Pyracubes	features	160	levels	including
the	Classic	and	Tricky	sectio	Down	296	times0	Collection	Page	17	Mirror	Mixup	for	Android	2017-05-18	0	It's	twisty	brain	fun	time.	Restore	pictures	by	rotating	sections	of	each	puzzle.	This	full	version	of	Mirror	Mixup	features	300+	levels	and	three	game	modes.	Your	purchase	also	helps	me	to	write	m	Down	283	times0	Collection	Unit	Converter	Plus
for	Android	2017-05-18	0	Unit	Converter	Plus	is	a	simple	and	friendly	unit	converter	with	a	clean	user	interface.	Unit	Converter	Plus	has	everything	you	loved	about	the	original	Unit	Converter	and	a	whole	lot	more.	Some	of	th	Down	5135	times0	Collection	Citadel	1986	for	Android	2017-05-18	0	The	Citadel.	Built	in	1986	by	a	lunatic	and	left
undiscovered,	decomposing	for	30	long	years.	You	are	its	first	victim!	This	full	version	of	Citadel	1986	features	all	37	areas	contained	within	one	Down	501	times0	Collection	Iron	Fist	Boxing	for	Android	2017-05-18	1	IRON	FIST	BOXING	is	the	original	real-time	3D	MMA	fighting	game	on	Android.	With	a	totally	revamped	input	system,	a	longer	career
mode,	more	game	modes,	and	more	characters	than	ever.		Click	on	MORE	t	Down	16615	times0	Collection	Darkside	for	Android	2017-05-18	0	Blast	alien	hostiles	into	oblivion	before	they	destroy	the	mining	colonies,	all	while	watching	out	for	orbiting	chunks	of	space	rock.	This	full	version	of	Darkside	features	all	three	game	modes,	in	Down	316
times0	Collection	Neon	Chrome	for	Android	2017-05-18	0	Neon	Chrome	is	an	infinite	twin-stick	top-down	shooter	with	procedurally	generated	levels	and	destructible	environment.	Choose	your	character,	enter	the	elevator	and	try	to	bring	down	the	Overseer	-	a	Down	1088	times0	Collection	Power	Ping	Pong	for	Android	2017-05-17	0	Do	you	wield
your	bat	with	zen-like	focus	or	do	your	balls	of	fury	give	you	a	killer	spin?	Table	tennis	goes	mobile	with	a	twist	in	Power	Ping	Pong.	Master	your	backspins	and	drop	shots	using	intui	Down	3063	times0	Collection	Steam:	Rails	to	Riches	for	Android	2017-05-17	0	The	official	version	of	one	of	the	best	board	games	-	Steam:	Rails	to	Riches.	Take	control	of
a	railway	company,	issue	shares,	build	railroads,	deliver	goods	along	an	ever	changing	network	of	tracks	Down	515	times0	Collection	Contre	Jour	for	Android	2017-05-17	0	Morph	the	landscape,	propelling	the	mysterious	creature	Petit	to	safety.	Blurring	the	lines	between	games	and	interactive	art,	Contre	Jour	welcomes	you	to	a	hauntingly	beautiful
world	shaped	by	the	i	Down	3815	times0	Collection	Yesterday!	for	Android	2017-05-17	0	How	many	steps	do	I	need	to	meet	you	and	not	to	miss	you?	Yesterday!	is	a	3D	Puzzle	Game	about	the	philosophy	of	love	and	encounter.	Space	is	independent,	time	is	irreversible.	The	encounter	in	life	Down	286	times0	Collection	Vritra	for	Android	2017-05-16	1
Throw	down	a	challenge	to	all	the	80s	and	90s	gamers.	Get	back	the	enthusiasm	you	had	once!	Control	the	dragon	and	the	vajras,	and	destroy	the	evil	Dragon	Emperor	"VRITRA"!	Awesome	graphics,	powerfu	Down	1004	times0	Collection	Opera	Mini	web	browser	for	Android	2017-05-16	1	The	Opera	Mini	browser	for	Android	lets	you	do	everything
you	want	to	online	without	wasting	your	data	plan.	It’s	a	fast,	safe	browser	that	saves	you	tons	of	data,	and	lets	you	download	videos	from	s	Down	16207	times1	Collection	Malevolent	Machines	for	Android	2017-05-16	0	Steampunk	shoot	'em	up	meets	endless	runner.	Dr	Leyla	Green's	laboratory	has	been	compromised.	Hordes	of	her	malformed
creations	have	been	unleashed	onto	the	streets	by	a	mystery	menace.	Worried	th	Down	347	times0	Collection	SHADOWGUN:	DeadZone	for	Android	[Mod	Money]	2017-05-16	9	Experience	heroic	multiplayer	battles	that	have	never	been	seen	on	mobile	device	before.	Enjoy	console	quality	multiplayer	game	with	awesome	graphics	on	your	phone	and
tablet.	*	Experience	intense	t	Down	17918	times0	Collection	Calculator	Plus	for	Android	2017-05-16	0	USA	TODAY	named	Calculator	Plus	among	its	"25	Essential	Apps",	calling	it	the	"handy	calculator	app	that's	garnered	great	user	ratings"	I'm	Calculator	Plus	-	the	perfect	calculator	for	Android.	I'm	Down	5315	times0	Collection	Tallowmere	for
Android	2017-05-16	0	Indulge	Lady	Tallowmere	and	see	how	far	through	her	lovingly	violent	dungeons	you	can	delve	in	this	2D	indie	action	roguelike-inspired	platformer.	New	rooms	are	procedurally	generated	every	time	you	p	Down	657	times0	Collection	Brass	for	Android	2017-05-16	0	"It’s	wonderful"	-	5/5	from	Pocket	Tactics.	"It's	demanding,
thematic,	and	addictive,	with	deep	layers	of	strategy	and	multiple	ways	to	win."	-	7/10	from	Pocket	Gamer	UK	"A	great	adaptation.	A	must	Down	495	times0	Collection	Her	Majesty's	SPIFFING	for	Android	2017-05-11	0	The	Empire	Staggers	Back	In	the	wake	of	political	developments	during	the	summer	of	2016	and	the	events	that	followed,	Britain
found	itself	increasingly	isolated	from	global	society.	Frustrated	by	th	Down	573	times0	Collection	Evil	In	Trouble	for	Android	2017-05-11	0	Help	the	little	devil	Desmond	travel	through	portals	in	search	of	his	home.	Place	ladders,	dig	through	the	ground,	drop	boxes	to	help	him	get	to	the	portal.	Use	your	wit	and	ingenuity	to	collect	all	s	Down	298
times0	Collection	Race	for	the	Galaxy	for	Android	2017-05-11	0	Race	for	the	Galaxy	is	a	strategy	boardgame	where	players	advance	their	empire	by	playing	cards	to	build	technological	developments	or	to	settle	planets.	Its	core	mechanic	is	a	phase	choosing	game.	Pl	Down	314	times0	Collection	Page	18	Space	Grunts	for	Android	2017-05-11	0	Space
Grunts	combines	fast	paced	arcade	action	with	turn-based	gameplay.	The	year	2476,	Earth's	space-federation	has	been	building	moon-bases	across	the	galaxy.	One	of	those	moon-bases	has	been	sen	Down	683	times0	Collection	WeatherPro	for	Android	2017-05-11	4	WeatherPro	for	Android	features	high-quality	seven-day	forecasts	and	weather
reports	for	over	two	million	locations	worldwide.	Highlights	include	global	satellite	plus	radar	for	the	USA,	UK	and	much	o	Down	19625	times0	Collection	Siralim	2	(Roguelike	RPG	Game)	for	Android	2017-05-11	0	Siralim	2	is	an	old-school	monster	catching	RPG.	Summon	and	customize	hundreds	of	creatures	to	fight	for	you	as	you	battle	your	way
through	endless	dungeons.	Find	rare	treasure	and	use	it	to	upgrade	y	Down	752	times0	Collection	Shazam	Encore	for	Android	2017-05-11	4	Hear	a	song	you	don't	know?	Shazam	identifies	it	instantly.	Unlimited,	no	Ads.	Faster	tagging.	Now	discover,	explore	and	share	more	music,	TV	shows	and	brands	you	love	in	as	little	as	one	second.	Wi	Down
45849	times2	Collection	Romancing	SaGa	2	for	Android	2017-05-11	0	Romancing	SaGa	2,	originally	released	only	in	Japan	in	1993,	has	been	completely	remastered	and	now	receives	its	first	ever	official	English	translation!	■No	two	players	will	experience	the	story	Down	1717	times0	Collection	Foldup	for	Android	2017-05-11	0	Foldup	is	a	charming
runner	game	set	in	a	paper	world.	It's	friendly	and	approachable	for	kids,	but	with	a	level	of	challenge	that	will	be	fun	for	all	ages.	6	different	origami	forms	Quick	reflexe	Down	286	times0	Collection	Guerrilla	Spirits	Tactical	RPG	for	Android	2017-05-11	0	Unleash	your	inner	beast!	Guerrilla	Spirits	combines	tactical,	turn-based	role	playing	with
unique	warriors	that	invoke	the	elements!	Assemble	a	team	of	fighters	from	around	the	world.	Summon	powerful	Down	348	times0	Collection	Elixir	2	[+key]	for	Android	2017-05-11	0	Elixir	2	is	a	system	information	application	with	highly	configurable	widgets.	Features:	-	open	system	screens	from	one	place	-	displays	hardware	information:	battery,
internal/external	storage,	Down	2596	times0	Collection	Electrum	Drum	Machine/Sampler	for	Android	2017-05-11	1	Electrum	Drum	Machine/Sampler.	Pattern	based	music	composition.	Programmable	drum	machine.	●	WAV	file	import	-	Load	YOUR	OWN	SAMPLES	from	SDCARD.	Long	press	a	sound	button	to	bring	up	the	sample	loa	Down	12033
times0	Collection	WarPrice	for	Android	2017-05-11	0	GAME	FEATURES:	The	greatest	arms	race	in	history.	5	nations	to	choose	from	(USSR,	Germany,	USA,	UK,	France)	huge	variety	of	tactical	decisions	in	battle	4	types	of	divisions	to	customize	personal	Down	401	times0	Collection	Monster	RPG	2	for	Android	2017-05-11	0	Monster	RPG	2	is	a	fantasy
quest	that	spans	continents	and	worlds	and	lets	you	take	a	simple	villager	and	develop	her	into	a	hero	with	the	power	to	save	her	world.	The	next	installment	in	the	classic	Down	329	times0	Collection	VivaVideo	PRO	Video	Editor	HD	for	Android	2017-05-11	0	VivaVideo	is	your	best	video	camera	&	video	editor	like	never	before!	Recording	the	favorite
moments	and	making	the	beautiful	movies	just	by	mobile	phone	become	so	easy	from	now	on!	Pro	version	ha	Down	66906	times0	Collection	1775:	Rebellion	for	Android	2017-05-11	0	The	year	is	1775.	The	American	colonies	are	outraged	over	new	taxes	imposed	upon	them	by	Great	Britain.	They	begin	to	stockpile	arms	and	organize	militia.	On	April
18th,	militia	members	ambush	a	colum	Down	1630	times0	Collection	Root	Cleaner	|	System	Eraser	for	Android	2017-05-06	3	ROOT	IS	REQUIRED！	Main	purpose	of	application	Root	Cleaner	is	to	scan	your	device	to	find	a	mess	in	your	system	and	on	your	storage	and	clean	it.	And	what	is	good	on	cleaning	your	device?	It	is	im	Down	14680	times0
Collection	Sorcery!	3	for	Android	2017-05-06	0	An	epic	adventure	through	a	cursed	wilderness	of	monsters,	traps	and	magic.	Begin	your	journey	here!	(Parts	1	and	2	not	required.)	+	Explore	everywhere	-	move	freely	through	the	world,	any	way	you	Down	1685	times0	Collection	The	Astonishing	Game	for	Android	2017-05-06	0	The	Astonishing	is	a
turn-based	tactical	board-game	that	will	challenge	new	to	veteran	gamers.	Dream	Theater	and	Turbo	Tape	Games	have	worked	close	together	to	create	this	signature	board-game,	a	r	Down	604	times0	Collection	Splode	for	Android	2017-05-06	0	What's	that	you	ask?	What's	a	Splode?	Well	a	Splode	is	the	most	magical	and	cute	of	all	the	magical	and
cute	creatures	in	the	world!	You	see,	few	people	realize	that	the	world	around	us	is	a	dark	a	Down	267	times0	Collection	Sorcery!	4	for	Android	2017-05-06	0	An	open-world	narrative	adventure	into	a	cursed	Citadel	of	monsters,	traps	and	magic.	Fight	weird	creatures,	cast	powerful	spells	that	shape	the	story,	cheat	death,	and	explore	everywhere.
Begin	your	Down	898	times0	Collection	Dictator	2:	Evolution	for	Android	2017-05-06	0	Meet	the	sequel	to	one	of	the	best	strategic	games	in	the	US,	Canada,	Australia,	Germany,	Russia,	UK	and	many	other	countries!	You	are	the	young	dictator	of	a	fledgling	democratic	republic.	Anyone	Down	1375	times0	Collection	Sorcery!	2	for	Android	2017-05-06
0	An	epic	adventure	through	Kharé:	Cityport	of	Traps.	Begin	your	story	here!	(Part	1	not	required.)	"Another	spectacular	rendition	of	classic	interactive	fiction"	-	(Kotaku)	"Fantastic,	and	you	s	Down	2049	times0	Collection	Page	19	Angry	Birds	Space	HD	for	Android	[Mod]	2017-05-06	7	The	#1	mobile	game	of	all	time	blasts	off	into	space!	After	a	giant
claw	kidnaps	their	eggs,	the	Angry	Birds	chase	it	into	a	wormhole	and	find	themselves	floating	in	a	strange	new	galaxy	–	surrounded	Down	36947	times2	Collection	Respawnables	for	Android	[Mod	Money]	2017-05-06	0	The	Respawnables	is	celebrating	the	winter	holidays	with	Google	Play!	Run,	shoot,	laugh	and	respawn!	Join	the	fun	with	this	trigger-
happy,	action	packed,	third	person	shooter.	Play	Offline	or	Onlin	Down	38084	times0	Collection	Sorcery!	for	Android	2017-05-05	0	From	legendary	designer	Steve	Jackson,	co-founder	of	Lionhead	Studios	(with	Peter	Molyneux),	and	Fighting	Fantasy	and	Games	Workshop	(with	Ian	Livingstone);	and	inkle,	the	studio	behind	the	award-winn	Down	2211
times0	Collection	Silent	World	Adventure	for	Android	2017-05-02	0	A	world	devastated	by	nuclear	war	...	Humans	have	become	mutated	due	to	radioactive	contamination.	The	mutant	humans	lost	their	temper	and	attacked	each	other.	The	nightmare	was	not	the	end.	T	Down	352	times0	Collection	Sonic	Dash	for	Android[Mod	Money]	2017-05-01	0
How	far	can	the	world’s	fastest	hedgehog	run?	Play	as	Sonic	the	Hedgehog	as	you	dash,	jump	and	spin	your	way	across	stunning	3D	environments.	Swipe	your	way	over	and	under	challenging	obstacles	in	Down	40798	times1	Collection	Calendar	Status	PRO	for	Android	2017-05-01	0	Accessibility	&	Style,	this	is	what	it's	all	about.	Aren't	you	tired	of
opening	apps,	placing	widgets	and	all	for	looking	your	next	event	location	?	Have	you	ever	tried	finding	your	agenda	while	in	Down	622	times0	Collection	Rhonna	Designs	-	Photo	Editor	for	Android	2017-05-01	0	Love	to	add	personality	to	your	photo	edits?	With	Rhonna	Designs	App,	you’ve	got	all	the	tools	right	at	your	fingertips	to	uplift	and	inspire!
Video	Tutorials:	r	Down	3047	times0	Collection	G-Stomper	Studio	for	Android	2017-05-01	0	G-Stomper	Studio	is	a	Music	Production	Tool,	highly	optimized	for	doing	Electronic	Live	Performances	in	Studio	Quality.	It's	a	feature	packed,	Step	Sequencer	based	Drum	Machine/Groovebox,	an	Analog	Mo	Down	2148	times0	Collection	EZ	Folder	Player	for
Android	2017-05-01	0	Prefer	using	folder	to	manage	your	music	files?	Always	hard	to	find	the	song	you	want	to	play	in	stock	music	player?	This	app	is	for	you!	EZ	Folder	Player	is	an	alternative	music	player	based	on	Down	1390	times0	Collection	Around	Sound	Pro	for	Android	2017-05-01	0	Have	your	phone	listen	around	while	you	enjoy	your	music,
movies	and	games!	*This	is	the	paid	Pro	version	with	no	ads,	better	battery	life	and	more	features	than	the	free	version	*	Around	Sou	Down	5351	times0	Collection	C	Locker	Pro	(Widget	Locker)	for	Android	2017-05-01	0	Customize	the	Lock	Screen	you	like,	Launch	the	actions	you	need…quickly!	Note:	~~If	you	are	upgrading	from	the	FREE	VERSION
,	please	DISABLE	or	UNINSTALL	the	FREE	one.	else	you	will	be	running	2	LO	Down	7564	times0	Collection	Skip-Bo	for	Android	2017-04-28	0	Skip-Bo™,	the	popular	family	card	game,	officially	licensed	by	Mattel™	is	now	in	Google	Play!	Test	your	skills,	get	into	the	action,	and	place	all	your	cards	in	sequential	order.	Keep	an	e	Down	305	times0
Collection	Remotix	VNC	RDP	Remote	Desktop	for	Android	2017-04-28	0	Remotix	is	a	fast	&	secure	remote	desktop	tool	to	access	your	computer	from	anywhere	via	VNC	and	RDP.	General	Features	•	Apple	Screen	Sharing,	VNC	and	RDP,	including	RD	Gateway	•	Conn	Down	1289	times0	Collection	Heroes	of	Arca	for	Android	2017-04-28	0	Heroes	of
Arca	is	a	unique	blend	of	a	turn-based	strategy	and	RPG	with	an	unorthodox	combat	system	that	presents	a	wide	choice	of	battle	tactics	for	the	turn-based	games'	fans.	The	game	outbounds	its	Down	1052	times0	Collection	Umbra:	Amulet	of	Light	for	Android	[Mod]	2017-04-28	0	This	world	is	kept	at	balance	thanks	to	the	mysterious	shadow	blocks,
but	a	dark	and	powerful	wizard	cast	a	spell	and	scatter	many	of	the	various	shadowbox	formation	that	kept	shadow	at	bay.	You	ar	Down	674	times0	Collection	Shiny	Ski	Resort	for	Android	2017-04-28	0	Your	story	starts	with	a	small	hotel	on	a	snowy	mountain.	Develop	land	to	build	a	spectacular	ski	course,	and	obtain	materials	for	use	in	constructing
new	hotel	facilities.	Make	your	hotel	popular,	an	Down	3424	times0	Collection	The	Secret	Order	3	(Full)	for	Android	2017-04-28	0	FANTASTIC	HIDDEN	OBJECT	PUZZLE	ADVENTURE	GAME	FROM	THE	CREATORS	OF	ENIGMATIS	AND	GRIM	LEGENDS!	Travel	back	in	time	to	find	the	mythical	Kingdom	of	Aeronhart.	Prevent	the	chaotic	artifacts
from	killin	Down	700	times0	Collection	Enigmatis	3	(Full)	for	Android	2017-04-28	0	FANTASTIC	HIDDEN	OBJECT	PUZZLE	ADVENTURE	GAME	FROM	THE	CREATORS	OF	ENIGMATIS	AND	GRIM	LEGENDS!	Enigmatis	3:	The	Shadow	of	Karkhala	is	the	final	chapter	in	the	blockbuster	trilogy,	an	exciting	detecti	Down	843	times0	Collection	The	Sims
FreePlay	for	Android[Free	Shopping]	2017-04-28	43	LIVE	FREE!	PLAY	FREE!	From	the	creators	of	The	Sims	™	3	series	best-selling	mobile	games	comes	a	COMPLETE	Sims	experience	that	you	can	play	for	FREE	on	your	smartphone	or	tablet!	THE	CRITICS	Down	1841992	times0	Collection	Die	With	Glory	for	Android	2017-04-28	0	Die	with	Glory	is
an	epic	adventure	game	where	your	goal	is	to	die	in	glorious	fashion.	You	must	help	Sigurd,	a	brave	old	viking	warrior,	find	his	way	to	glory	and	the	afterlife	in	Valhalla.	Reachi	Down	871	times0	Collection	Page	20	Game	Dev	Story	for	Android	2017-04-28	10	Work	hard	and	you	may	reach	the	top	of	the	video	game	industry!	Manage	your	own	game
company	and	try	to	create	a	million-selling	game	in	this	unique	simulation.	Features	the	ability	to	develop	your	c	Down	34778	times1	Collection	SoundHound	∞	Music	Search	for	Android	2017-04-28	8	What's	that	song?	Identify	it	FAST	with	SoundHound.	Unlimited	music	recognition!	Featuring	the	world's	fastest,	most	accurate	music	identification,
exclusive	singing	search,	and	now:	free	unlimited	Li	Down	58113	times4	Collection	Nelly	Cootalot:	The	Fowl	Fleet	for	Android	2017-04-24	0	Join	Nelly	and	explore	a	hand-drawn	world	created	by	award-winning	comedian	Alasdair	Beckett-King.	This	is	your	opportunity	to:	•	Race	aristocrats	for	fun	and	profit.	•	Commandeer	an	anc	Down	539	times0
Collection	God	of	Light	HD	for	Android	2017-04-24	0	Download	God	of	Light	HD	and	enjoy	full	game	experience	including	dozens	of	levels	in	Celestial,	Stone,	Azure,	Frozen	and	Space	Worlds.	Sit	back	and	become	immersed	into	the	world	of	God	of	Light,	Down	1246	times0	Collection	Drawtopia	Premium	for	Android	2017-04-24	0	Come	with	us	now
on	a	journey	through	color	and	space	as	one	ball	undertakes	an	epic	quest	across	some	lines	to	reach	an	exit...	or	something	like	that	anyway	:)	Draw	your	way	to	victory	in	this	st	Down	352	times0	Collection	Kingdom:	New	Lands	for	Android	2017-04-24	0	"The	fact	that	it's	far	deeper	than	I	could	have	imagined	has	easily	pushed	this	into	my	Best	of
2017	list."	-Touch	Arcade	"A	cryptic,	gorgeous,	and	righteously	frustrating	way	to	spend	time."	-PC	Down	4539	times0	Collection	Cut	the	Rope	2	for	Android	[Mod	Money]	2017-04-24	0	SWEET!	Cut	the	Rope	2	has	arrived	and	you	can	enjoy	the	full	adventure	for	FREE!	Cut	the	Rope	2	brings	fresh	challenges	and	unanticipated	obstacles	to	the	candy
crunching,	physics-based	phenomenon	Down	11032	times0	Collection	Road	Not	Taken	for	Android	2017-04-24	0	Road	Not	Taken	is	a	puzzle	game	about	surviving	life's	surprises.	You	play	as	a	ranger	adventuring	through	a	vast,	unforgiving	forest	in	the	aftermath	of	a	brutal	winter	storm,	rescuing	children	who	h	Down	586	times0	Collection	realMyst
for	Android	2017-04-24	0	realMyst	is	all-things	Myst,	but	amazingly	more	real.	You	can	explore	anywhere,	unfettered,	and	in	realtime!	Pick	your	own	path	through	the	forest	on	Myst	Island.	Look	lazily	upward	into	the	Channelwo	Down	739	times0	Collection	Demon's	Rise	for	Android	2017-04-24	0	Enter	the	depths	of	the	ancient	city	of	Angor	and
prepare	for	battle.	Form	a	mercenary	party	of	adventurers,	sell	swords,	rogue	sorcerers	and	assassins	and	enlist	with	an	army	of	Dwarves	trying	to	ret	Down	769	times0	Collection	Sweven	for	Android	2017-04-24	0	Sweven	is	a	game	from	the	heart,	A	game	about	a	bunny	finding	its	way	back	to	mama	and	papa	rabbit.	Help	us	bring	the	bunny	home.
Jump	over	rivers,run	through	caves,	hide	in	mythical	tribal	villages.	Down	660	times0	Collection	UNKILLED	for	Android	[Mod	Money]	2017-04-21	0	UNKILLED	is	a	winner!	The	multiply	awarded	best-looking	mobile	shooter	you	have	ever	seen.	Online	multiplayer,	extra	long	storyline,	special	ops,	many	unique	weapons	NYC	is	the	center	of	the	wo
Down	11348	times0	Collection	Odin's	Protectors	for	Android	2017-04-21	0	Odin's	Protectors	is	a	character	building	RPG	based	loosely	on	Norse	Mythology.	Unlike	most	RPGs,	characters	attributes	and	equipment	are	improved	solely	through	mini-games.	These	improvements	will	in	Down	521	times0	Collection	Octodad:	Dadliest	Catch	for	Android
2017-04-21	0	Octodad:	Dadliest	Catch	is	a	game	about	destruction,	deception,	and	fatherhood.	The	player	controls	Octodad,	a	dapper	octopus	masquerading	as	a	human,	as	he	goes	about	his	life.	Octodad's	existence	is	Down	6881	times0	Collection	The	Pyraplex	for	Android	2017-04-21	4	A	pyramid-building	adventure	of	historic	proportions!	Transcend
the	boundaries	of	space	and	time	to	construct	a	colossal	new	wonder	of	the	world	in	this	pyramid-building	adventure!	Make	history	wi	Down	4349	times1	Collection	Jump	Desktop	(RDP	&	VNC)	for	Android	2017-04-21	0	Leave	your	laptop	behind.	Enjoy	the	freedom	to	work	from	anywhere.	Jump	Desktop	is	a	remote	desktop	application	that	lets	you
control	your	computer	from	your	phone	or	tablet.	Compatible	with	both	RDP	Down	9436	times0	Collection	aCalendar+	Calendar	&	Tasks	for	Android	2017-04-21	1	aCalendar+,	the	best-rated	Android	calendar.	EXTRA	FEATURES	(aCalendar+	only)	●	Month	widget	●	text	and	file	sharing	option	●	Privacy	and	availibility	settings	●	Create	new	local
calendars	(I	Down	9781	times0	Collection	Colt	Express	for	Android	2017-04-21	0	The	game	officially	transposed	from	Colt	Express,	the	famous	train	robbery	boardgame.	Plot	your	scheme	step	by	step	and	dive	into	the	action	to	loot	the	wagons.	But	watch	out,	you	are	not	the	only	Mos	Down	1071	times0	Collection	Help	Me	Jack:	Save	the	Dogs	for
Android	2017-04-20	0	Background	-	Nuclear	accident	with	unknown	cause	has	desolated	Earth.	-	Creatures	have	mutated	into	monsters	and	threatens	the	humanity!	Objective	-	Kill	mutated	monsters,	rescue	hostages,	and	u	Down	853	times0	Collection	Seconds	Pro	Interval	Timer	for	Android	2017-04-20	0	LOOK	NO	FURTHER,	Seconds	Pro	Interval
Timer	is	the	most	advanced	interval	timer	available	for	mobile.	Seconds	has	been	downloaded	over	2	million	times,	and	has	over	7000	5-star	reviews.	Other	interval	Down	1034	times0	Collection	Page	21	Tempest:	Pirate	Action	RPG	for	Android	2017-04-17	0	The	Jolly	Roger	is	waving	over	your	ship,	Captain!	An	adventure	RPG	that	won	the	hearts	of
over	50.000	players	is	now	on	your	mobile!	Become	a	daring	pirate,	prowl	the	seas	on	a	ship	armed	to	the	teet	Down	1752	times0	Collection	Guild	of	Dungeoneering	for	Android	2017-04-17	0	Become	the	ultimate	Dungeon	Master	as	you	bribe,	entice	and	coax	your	heroes	through	their	adventures	on	a	quest	to	restore	your	guild	to	its	ultimate	glory!
Guild	of	Dungeoneering	is	a	unique	turn-ba	Down	1095	times0	Collection	Outside	World	for	Android	2017-04-17	0	Lost	and	bewildered	in	an	exotic	world,	Kyrsten	wishes	nothing	but	a	way	home.	With	the	help	of	a	newly-met	ghost-like	friend	Jaynie,	her	surreal	journey	of	exploration	begins.	Travel	through	the	stra	Down	319	times0	Collection	Reigns
for	Android	2017-04-17	0	Sit	on	the	throne	as	a	benevolent	(or	malevolent)	medieval	monarch	of	the	modern	age	and	swipe	your	royal	fingers	either	left	or	right	to	impose	your	will	upon	the	kingdom.	Survive	the	seemingly	never	Down	4178	times0	Collection	13	DAYS	OF	LIFE	for	Android	2017-04-17	0	After	leaving	his	hometown,	closed	in	himself,
after	the	death	of	his	parents,	Mark	moved	in	the	little	place	called	Sallen	Town,	where	he	wants	to	start	a	new	life...	Down	518	times0	Collection	The	Last	Ninja	Twins	for	Android	2017-04-14	0	Can	you	handle	twin	pressure?	Super	simple	research	shows	that	most	people	wish	they	were	a	twin,	and	secondly	that	they	were	a	ninja.	We	didn’t	dare	not
to	act	on	this	piece	of	valuable	insight	a	Down	320	times0	Collection	Mystery	of	Fortune	2	for	Android	2017-04-13	0	Mystery	of	Fortune	2	is	the	eighth	episode	of	Fortune	Chronicle	Episodes.	This	is	the	official	sequel	of	SRPG	Mystery	of	Fortune(2014).	Explore	dungeons	with	your	own	army	and	try	to	make	the	most	Down	1022	times0	Collection	KX



Music	Player	+	for	Android	2017-04-13	0	The	profesional	version	of	KX	Music	Player,	without	ad.	Not	only	a	Professional	music	player,	but	also	a	Intuitive	Equalizer	to	improve	your	music	sound	quality.	What	the	sound	effect	you	want,	just	Down	1189	times0	Collection	Kairobotica	for	Android	2017-04-13	0	Vanquish	villains	and	lead	the	Kairobot
Corps	to	glory	in	this	spacefaring	saga!	In	a	galaxy	not	so	far	away,	miscreants	and	monsters	are	wreaking	havoc,	and	it's	up	to	everyone's	favorite	mechanical	Down	5307	times1	Collection	Ellie	&	Max	for	Android	2017-04-13	0	Spin	your	way	towards	the	hidden	end!	An	ever-curious	little	girl	Ellie	and	her	loyal	pet	dog,	Max.	Venture	forth	to	the
journey	of	a	mysterious	world!	What	amazing	adventures	will	Ellie	and	Max	en	Down	552	times0	Collection	Take	Off	The	Flight	Simulator	for	Android	[Mod	Money]	2017-04-13	0	Take	Off	–	The	Flight	Simulator	offers	fun	and	exciting	missions	in	an	open	world,	several	highly	detailed	planes,	challenging	weather	conditions,	astonishing	views	in	a	free
flight	mode	and	the	poss	Down	1974	times0	Collection	Lost	Lands	4	(Full)	for	Android	2017-04-13	0	The	legendary	Susan	the	Warmaide	is	back	in	the	Lost	Lands!	A	ghost	ship,	an	evil	overlord,	an	island	full	of	mysteries,	and	more	await	on	her	journey	into	the	unknown.	"Lost	Lands:	The	Wanderer"	i	Down	767	times0	Collection	Bridge	Constructor	for
Android	2017-04-13	1	In	the	SlopeMania	add-on	you	find	yourself	on	the	Tiltin	Islands,	home	to	three	brand	new	islands	where	you'll	even	be	building	your	bridges	inside	colorful	grottoes!	The	24	tricky,	never-before-seen	Down	43051	times2	Collection	Door	Kickers	for	Android	2017-04-13	0	Door	Kickers	is	the	unforgiving,	award	winning	SWAT-
command	quick	tactics	game	from	the	PC.	Includes	all	updates	and	a	new	campaign,	as	well	as	full	cross-platform	saves	compatibility	and	an	all-new	i	Down	3187	times0	Collection	Vive	le	Roi	for	Android	2017-04-13	0	January	21,	1793,	Revolutionaries	are	about	to	guillotine	King	Louis	XVI	of	France,	leaving	the	elite	free	to	take	over	and	enrich
themselves	by	snapping	up	the	assets	of	the	clergy	and	the	nobility.	Down	706	times0	Collection	Airport	Mania:	First	Flight	XP	for	Android	2017-04-13	1	Take	an	extended	flight	with	Airport	Mania:	First	Flight	XP!	The	XP	stands	for	eXtended	Play	and	that	is	the	focus	of	this	new	(phone	only!)	edition	of	everyone's	favorite	airplane	game.	Airport	Ma
Down	2803	times0	Collection	Broadside	for	Android	2017-04-11	0	Take	control	of	a	variety	of	different	spaceships	as	you	suit	up	and	participate	in	a	never-ending	intergalactic	conflict	between	three	warring	factions!	Engage	in	frantic	skirmishes,	whilst	upgrading	Down	276	times0	Collection	Phase	Out!	for	Android	2017-04-11	0	Introducing	Phase
Out,	a	social	rummy-type	card	game	for	Android!	Based	on	shanghai	rummy,	Phase	Out	features	the	fun-filled	strategic	gameplay	popularized	by	other	commercial	rummy	adaptations	like	P	Down	1312	times0	Collection	Concrete	Jungle	for	Android	2017-04-11	0	A	follow	up	to	the	puzzle	hit	Megacity!	Concrete	Jungle	is	a	new	take	on	the	city	building
genre	that	swaps	micro-management	for	a	more	strategic	and	puzzle-orientated	style	of	city	planning.	You	h	Down	502	times0	Collection	Page	22	Heroes	of	Loot	2	for	Android	2017-04-11	0	After	their	job,	of	keeping	the	dungeons	in	balance,	was	done,	our	heroes	needed	a	new	job.	Roaming	the	lands	they	found	a	call	for	heroes,	a	castle	in	need,
possible	even	a	damsel	in	distress?	Pic	Down	588	times0	Collection	LectureNotes	for	Android	2017-04-11	0	LectureNotes	is	an	Android	app	for	note-taking	by	handwriting	on	the	screen,	in	particular	with	a	stylus.	It	has	been	designed	while	having	a	user	at	university	(or	at	school)	in	mind,	for	instance	Down	4249	times1	Collection	Advanced
Download	Manager	Pro	for	Android	2017-04-11	13	-	parallel	downloading	three	files	simultaneously;	-	accelerated	download	by	using	multithreading	(8	parts);	-	a	widget	on	a	home	screen	and	a	window	over	all	windows	with	the	list	of	running	downlo	Down	32631	times0	Collection	R.B.I.	Baseball	17	for	Android	2017-04-08	0	R.B.I.	Baseball	2017
returns	with	fast-paced,	high-octane,	pick-up-and-play	baseball	action.	Take	control	of	your	game	with	reactive	pitching	and	batting	for	in-the-moment	decisions.	R.B.I.	2017	is	Down	1495	times0	Collection	Duet	Premium	unlocked	for	Android	2017-04-08	0	Enter	a	mesmerising	trance	of	co-dependence	in	Duet.	The	rules	are	simple:	control	two	vessels
in	sync,	survive	against	all	odds	and	keep	calm.	Selected	for	the	PAX	Prime,	PAX	East	&	PAX	Australia	Down	2169	times0	Collection	Double	Dragon	Trilogy	for	Android	2017-04-08	0	A	groundbreaking,	uber-popular	game	upon	its	arcade	debut	in	1987,	Double	Dragon	is	the	undisputed	godfather	of	co-op	beat	‘em	all!	Enter	Double	Dragon	Trilogy,	a
compilation	specially	optimized	f	Down	4537	times1	Collection	Dawn	of	Titans	for	Android	2017-04-08	0	Lead	EPIC	TITANS	into	monumental	3D	battles,	featuring	THOUSANDS	OF	TROOPS,	all	controlled	by	you.	Wage	WAR	against	other	players	and	CAPTURE	their	land	through	the	might	of	your	army	and	your	skill	o	Down	2687	times0	Collection
Darkland	for	Android	2017-04-08	0	Darkland	is	a	challenging	platform	game	with	one	touch	controller	from	indie	developer.	In	this	game,	there	is	no	moving	buttons,	no	jumping	button	like	others.	Just	touch	to	move	and	that	is	what	you	Down	303	times0	Collection	Majotori	for	Android	2017-04-08	0	If	you	wish	for	something	really	hard,	Lariat	the
Witch	might	appear	and	offer	to	make	your	wish	come	true	if	you	win	a	game	of	trivia,	but	if	you	lose,	something	bad	might	happen	instead.	How	many	li	Down	301	times0	Collection	Five	Nights	at	Freddy's:	SL	for	Android	2017-04-08	0	Welcome	to	Circus	Baby's	Pizza	World,	where	family	fun	and	interactivity	go	beyond	anything	you've	seen	at	those
*other*	pizza	places!	Now	hiring:	Late	night	technician.	Must	enjoy	cramped	spaces	and	Down	1587	times0	Collection	Camera	ZOOM	FX	Premium	for	Android	2017-04-08	25	The	award-winning	camera	app	for	Android	devices!	Camera	ZOOM	FX	is	now	Editor's	Choice	on	Lifehacker,	Gizmodo,	Mashable	and	SlashGear.	Replace	all	your	camera	/	photo
FX	apps	with	just	one!	POWER	Down	85344	times6	Collection	Revenge	Of	Heroes	for	Android	2017-04-05	0	Revenge	Of	Heroes	is	an	action-adventure	game	which	takes	you	on	a	journey	through	the	history	of	classic	adventure	and	RPG	gaming.	As	you	progress	through	the	game,	you	discover	new	skills,	new	pl	Down	375	times0	Collection	Vidstitch
Pro	-	Video	Collage	for	Android	2017-04-05	0	Vidstitch	seamlessly	combines	your	videos	and	photos	to	share	your	collage	on	Instagram.	It's	easy!	We	engineered	this	app	from	the	ground	up	to	be	an	intuitive	and	effortless	experience	for	you.	#	Down	4767	times0	Collection	Symmetrica	Premium	for	Android	2017-04-05	0	Explore	captivating	world	of
geometry.	To	pass	each	challenge,	you	have	to	focus	power	of	blue	cone-shaped	projectiles	into	green	circles.	Quite	simple,	isn't	it?	Indie	minimalistic	arcade	game.	Down	231	times0	Collection	imprint-X	for	Android	2017-04-05	0	A	captivating	and	relaxed	puzzle	game	containing	700	buttons	to	press	and	100	levels	to	unlock!	A	robotic	virus	is	raging!
Nano	Bots	called	Wardens	are	enslaving	people!	You	are	one	of	the	hacker	c	Down	276	times0	Collection	Kosmik	Revenge	for	Android	2017-04-05	0	Defend	the	galaxy	with	Kosmik	Revenge,	the	fast	paced	space	shooter,	inspired	from	classic	shoot'em	up	and	updated	with	challenges,	social	features	and	advanced	graphics	now	on	your	fingertips	From
Down	627	times0	Collection	Root	Browser	(File	Manager)	for	Android	2017-04-05	4	Root	Browser	is	the	ultimate	file	manager	for	rooted	users.	Explore	all	of	Android's	file	systems	and	take	control	of	your	Android	device.	Check	out	ROM	Toolbox	which	has	included	this	app	and	adde	Down	7857	times0	Collection	DRAGON	QUEST	VIII	for	Android
2017-04-05	0	The	8th	instalment	in	the	legendary	DRAGON	QUEST	series	is	now	even	easier	to	enjoy!	The	phenomenally	popular	DRAGON	QUEST	VIII	has	sold	4.9	million	units	worldwide,	and	now	it's	coming	to	the	Andr	Down	47190	times0	Collection	Station	Manager	for	Android	2017-04-05	0	All	aboard	this	exciting	journey	to	build	the	world's
greatest	train	station!	Customize	your	station	with	your	favorite	facilities	and	trains.	Help	your	passengers	travel	in	comfort	by	adding	vending	Down	1624	times0	Collection	Page	23	Bridge	Constructor	Playground	for	Android	2017-04-05	0	Bridge	Constructor	Playground	offers	people	of	all	ages	an	introduction	to	the	topic	of	“bridge	building”.	This
game	gives	you	the	freedom	to	let	your	creative	side	run	riot	–	nothing	is	impossible	Down	10415	times0	Collection	Ben	10:	Up	to	Speed	for	Android	2017-04-05	0	Use	Ben	10's	alien	powers	to	run,	jump	and	smash	your	way	past	enemies,	obstacles	and	supervillains	in	Ben	10:	Up	to	Speed!	MEET	BEN	TENNYSON	Ben	was	on	a	road	trip	with	his
Grandpa	Max	and	cousin	Down	2168	times0	Collection	Warp	Shift	for	Android	2017-04-04	0	[	Warp	Shift	is	a	unique	puzzle	game	set	in	a	mysterious	world.	It	takes	you	on	a	marvelous	journey	that	challenges	your	mind	and	stimulates	your	senses.	]	#	#	#	AN	AUDIO-VISUAL	VOYAGE	THROUGH	TIME	Down	991	times0	Collection	Cross	DJ	Pro	for
Android	2017-04-04	0	The	1st	pro	DJ	app	on	Android.	Mix	tracks	in	perfect	sync	on	a	powerful	audio	engine.	Engineered	by	Mixvibes,	digital	DJing	pioneer	for	15	years.	FULL	VERSION,	ALL	FX	INCLUDED	-	NO	ADDITIONAL	PURCH	Down	43797	times0	Collection	The	Tiny	Bang	Story	for	Android	2017-04-01	4	Welcome	to	Tiny	Planet,	a	gorgeous
steampunk	inspired	world	sadly	devastated	by	a	recent	asteroid	strike.	Your	mission	is	to	help	rebuild	this	beautiful	idyll	and	restore	it	to	its	former	glory.	To	do	Down	6051	times0	Collection	League	of	Stickman	2017	for	Android	2017-04-01	0	League	of	Stickman	is	one	of	stickman	style	cross-action	mobile	game,	it's	stickman	fighters,	smash	up	all
enemies!	blow	all	monsters!	Ultimate	challenge!	An	original	multi-heroes	real-time	combat,	a	Down	2317	times0	Collection	Ms.	PAC-MAN	by	Namco	for	Android	2017-04-01	1	Re-live	the	dot-chomping	arcade	action	with	Ms.	PAC-MAN!	Ms.	PAC-MAN	is	one	of	the	most	popular	video	games	in	American	arcade	history!	Who	can	forget	the	countless
hours	and	quarters	spent	avoiding	Down	4144	times0	Collection	Sentinel	3:	Homeworld	for	Android	2017-04-01	3	The	third	installment	of	the	award	winning	Sentinel	sci-fi	tower	defense	series!	Take	the	fight	to	the	alien	homeworld	and	unleash	a	massive	arsenal	of	weaponry	&	get	up	close	and	personal	on	the	b	Down	13098	times0	Collection
LUMINES	PUZZLE	AND	MUSIC	for	Android	2017-04-01	0	A	music	puzzle	game	with	synchronized	music	and	visuals!	We	highly	recommend	playing	with	headphones	or	earphones!	■□Introduction□■	LUMINES	“Illumination	Puzzle	of	Sound	and	Light”	A	serie	Down	575	times0	Collection	globio	Alarm	System	for	Android	2017-04-01	4	With	the
globio	App	you	can	turn	your	Android	phone	into	probably	the	world's	easiest	alarm	system.	The	globios	help	you	to	extend	the	alarm	system	to	a	professional	system.	Protect	your	phone	from	th	Down	5618	times1	Collection	BSPlayer	for	Android	2017-04-01	19	This	is	full,	ad-free	version	of	BSPlayer	multimedia	player	with	additional	functionallity.
BSPlayer	is	media	player	for	Android	smartphones	and	tablet	PC's,	supporting	hardware	accelerated	video	dec	Down	46178	times3	Collection	Active	Soccer	2	DX	for	Android	2017-04-01	0	Following	the	great	success	of	the	console	version,	the	Active	Soccer	series	is	back	and	is	now	available	on	Android!	Active	Soccer	2	DX	is	an	exciting	top-down
arcade	football	game	providing	a	fas	Down	629	times0	Collection	Where's	My	Water?	2	for	Android	2017-03-29	0	Get	ready	to	join	Swampy,	Allie,	and	Cranky	on	their	NEXT	exciting	adventure!	The	sequel	to	the	most	addicting	physics-based	puzzler	from	Disney	has	finally	arrived.	Where’s	My	Water?	2	launches	w	Down	10594	times0	Collection
Venture	Towns	for	Android	2017-03-29	2	Make	your	own	metropolitan	utopia!	Stores,	mansions,	towers--anything	goes!	Assume	the	reins	of	a	mega-conglomerate	to	build	your	very	own	metropolitan	utopia!	Stores,	houses,	mansions--towers!	The	sk	Down	5602	times1	Collection	LIMBO	for	Android	2017-03-29	0	Uncertain	of	his	sister's	fate,	a	boy
enters	LIMBO.	What	the	press	said:	“Limbo	is	as	close	to	perfect	at	what	it	does	as	a	game	can	get.”	10/10	–	Destructoid	“The	game	is	a	masterpiece.	Down	23824	times0	Collection	Left-Right	:	The	Mansion	for	Android	2017-03-29	0	Left-Right:	The	Mansion	is	a	little	game	about	a	boy,	Billy,	whose	dog	named	Gigi	ran	away	inside	a	big	mansion.	He
must	journey	through	this	mysterious	place,	where	he	will	have	to	find	and	remember	Down	311	times0	Collection	IMPOSSIBLE	ROAD	for	Android	2017-03-27	0	IMPOSSIBLE	ROAD	is	a	pure,	minimal	arcade	game	about	risk,	reward,	and	rollercoasters.	"9/10"	-	Edge	Magazine	"4.5	stars"	-	TouchArcade	Game	of	the	Week	-	PocketGamer	Guide	THE
VESSEL	down	the	Down	386	times0	Collection	SAMURAI	SHODOWN	II	for	Android	2017-03-27	0	SAMURAI	SHODOWN	II,	the	sword-based	fighting	game	masterpiece	has	finally	cut	its	way	to	Android	devices!	Slash	the	powerful	adversaries	standing	in	your	path,	and	put	a	stop	to	Mizuki	Rashojin's	evi	Down	9176	times0	Collection	Botanicula	for
Android	2017-03-27	0	Botanicula	is	a	humor-filled	adventure	game	created	by	the	makers	of	award-winning	Machinarium,	studio	Amanita	Design	and	Czech	band	DVA.	Five	friends,	little	tree	creatures,	set	out	on	a	journey	to	Down	4291	times0	Collection	Real	Steel	HD	for	Android	2017-03-24	63	Champions	aren't	born.	They're	made.	The	ONLY
official	"Real	Steel"	game	on	Android.	Now	on	the	Playphone	Social	Gaming	Network!	Real	Steel	is	an	underworld	fighting	game	set	in	the	near-futur	Down	210240	times0	Collection	Page	24	La	Musique	Pro	-	Music	for	Android	2017-03-24	0	La	Musique	-	Music	is	the	best	Music	player	for	android.	Please	Note:	This	is	a	music	player,	not	a	music
downloader	.	It	is	a	simple	yet	stylish	music	player	for	android.	La	Musique	is	one	of	the	Down	1594	times0	Collection	Radiation	Island	for	Android	2017-03-24	0	Radiation	Island	is	a	survival	adventure	game	where	you	craft	your	own	destiny	in	a	huge	open	world	environment.	As	part	of	the	Philadelphia	Experiment	you	have	become	stranded	in	a
parallel,	alternat	Down	1965	times0	Collection	Pool	Break	Pro	-	3D	Billiards	for	Android	2017-03-24	1	Pool	Break	is	a	suite	of	games	featuring	several	variations	of	Pool,	Snooker,	Billiards,	Crokinole	and	Carrom	games.	The	full	screen	3D	graphics	are	spectacular	and	the	physics	are	realistic	and	accur	Down	21472	times1	Collection	Magazine	Mogul
for	Android	2017-03-24	0	Take	charge	of	your	own	magazine!	It's	up	to	you	to	turn	heads	and	help	your	community	grow	through	the	power	of	the	press!	It	all	starts	with	compelling	coverage.	Brainstorm	story	ideas	and	angles	Down	2454	times0	Collection	Down	1588	times0	Collection	TA:	Little	Red	Riding	Hood	for	Android	2017-03-24	0	This	is	a
twist	of	the	classic	story	of	The	Little	Red	Riding	Hood.	This	time	she	will	face	new	dangers	in	her	way	through	the	woods,	but	be	brave	and	you	will	succeed.	The	gameplay	mechanics	are	v	Down	940	times0	Collection	Infinite	Tanks	for	Android	2017-03-21	0	Infinite	Tanks	features	exactly	what	the	name	suggests	–	huge	content	-	never	ending	lines	of
modern	combat	vehicles,	huge	environments	with	realistic	weather,	online	multiplayer	and	countless	single	Down	1473	times0	Collection	Truck	Simulator	PRO	2	for	Android	2017-03-21	0	This	is	the	moment	everybody	has	been	waiting	for	-	we	present	brand	new	Truck	Simulator	PRO	2,	the	bigger	and	better	version	of	highly	successful	last	year’s
edition.	Build	your	transporting	empire	Down	3382	times0	Collection	Zombie	Avengers:Stickman	War	Z	for	Android	2017-03-21	0	is	one	of	the	best	action	side-scrollers	in	2016!	With	grand	stages,	flashy	skills,	stylish	equipment,	explosive	combat,	the	game	is	a	perfect	combination	of	Stickman	and	zombies	that	takes	players	in	Down	821	times0
Collection	Rotation	Control	Pro	for	Android	2017-03-21	0	Can	force	a	particular	rotation	on	apps	with	fixed	screen	orientation.	A	simple	design	with	functions	that	are	easy	to	understand	and	use.	=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=	Recommended	for	people	Down	458	times0	Collection	GTasks:	To	Do	List	|	Task	List	Premium	for	Android	2017-03-21
1	Synchronize	Your	To	Do	Tasks	|	List	with	Google.	GTasks	is	a	simple	and	efficient	android	to	do	list	app.	It	help	you	to	organize	your	life	in	a	simple	and	elegant	way.	It	has	both	local	mode	and	goog	Down	5448	times0	Collection	SystemPanel	App	/	Task	Manager	for	Android	2017-03-21	0	SystemPanel	integrates	a	task	manager,	app	manager
(installer/uninstaller	with	multi-version	APK	archival),	and	system	monitor.	Solve	your	battery	life	problem	by	enabling	the	background	monitoring	Down	3555	times1	Collection	FINAL	FANTASY	II	for	Android	2017-03-21	3	The	highly	anticipated	follow-up	to	the	original	FINAL	FANTASY,	released	in	Japan	in	1988.	FINAL	FANTASY	II	features	the
bitter	and	beautiful	tale	of	four	war-orphaned	heroes	who	become	embroiled	in	Down	5607	times0	Collection	Inotia	4	for	Android	2017-03-21	7	Inotia	saga	brought	to	the	next	level	in	the	fourth	RPG	adventure!	Which	side	will	you	choose	when	the	two	forces	rise	again?	Stride	along	with	Kiyan,	the	Shadow	Tribe's	virtuoso,	and	Eara,	the	influe	Down
8473	times0	Collection	Flight	Unlimited	San	Francisco	for	Android	2017-03-18	0	Soar	across	the	beautiful	skies	of	the	San	Francisco	bay	area,	Las	Vegas,	and	Switzerland,	in	Flight	Simulator	2K16.	Flight	Simulator	2K16	utilizes	advanced	streaming	technology	to	provide	some	truly	Down	531	times0	Collection	Prison	Life	RPG	for	Android	2017-03-18
0	Touch	Arcade	forums'	Game	of	the	Week!	"with	that	many	features,	and	its	replayability	value,	it's	hard	to	put	down	the	game	once	you've	started	playing."	-	modernjamming	"This	game	has	no	IAP	of	Down	17525	times1	Collection	Désiré	(Desire)	for	Android	2017-03-18	0	Désiré	is	a	poetic	point-and-click	adventure	game	in	black	and	white.	When
the	schoolteacher	asks	Désiré	why	he	didn't	draw	the	sun	like	the	other	pupils,	he	replies	spontaneously:	«	It's	Down	786	times0	Collection	Never	To	Be	Konkered	Strategy	for	Android	2017-03-18	0	Do	you	like	to	play	Risk?	Do	you	like	to	play	Civilization?	Take	the	game	concept	of	Risk	and	add	a	little	of	Civilization	units	and	upgrades	and	you	will	get
Never	to	be	Konkered.	Select	a	natio	Down	252	times0	Collection	Pirates!	Showdown	Premium	for	Android	2017-03-18	0	Fast-paced	RTS/defense	strategy	on	the	high	seas!	AYE!	Pirates!	Showdown	is	a	fast-paced	game	combining	real-time	strategy(RTS)	and	defense	tactics.	Face	off	against	the	fearsome	Red	Hand	privateers	Down	4294	times0
Collection	Occultus	for	Android	2017-03-18	0	A	thrilling	quest	at	the	heart	of	a	powerful	occult	society!	Sicily,	early	1900s…	The	grandson	of	a	renowned	antique	store	owner	arrives	in	Palermo	to	visit	his	grandfather.	When	he	gets	to	the	Down	479	times0	Collection	Page	25	Neo	Monsters	for	Android	2017-03-18	0	You	arrive	at	the	capital	city	of
Othlon	as	the	sole	heir	of	your	late	uncle's	monster	ranch.	Your	mission?	To	become	the	Champion	of	Monster	Trainers!	Assemble	your	team	of	monsters	and	topple	num	Down	8206	times0	Collection	Root	Call	Blocker	Pro	for	Android	2017-03-18	5	Root	Call	Blocker	is	a	powerful	call	and	SMS	firewall	for	root	users.	Stop	bill	collectors	and	text
message	spammers	100%	of	the	time	with	our	truly	unique	root	call	manager.	Works	great	for	exes	too.	Down	10219	times1	Collection	Smart	Tools	for	Android	2017-03-18	10	Smart	Tools	is	a	complete	package	of	5	app	sets.	It	includes	5	Pro	sets	for	a	total	of	15	tools.	In	a	word,	All-in-One.	Set	1:	Length,	Angle,	Slope,	Level,	Thread	-	Smart	Ruler	Pro
Set	2:	Distan	Down	97572	times6	Collection	Final	Fantasy	for	Android	2017-03-18	2	Initially	released	in	Japan	in	1987,	the	original	FINAL	FANTASY	amazed	audiences	with	its	rich	story	and	stunning	graphics.	Players	guide	the	Warriors	of	Light	as	they	set	out	on	a	quest	to	restore	Down	32530	times0	Collection	Causality	for	Android	2017-03-18	0
Causality	is	a	puzzle	game	about	manipulating	time,	altering	the	sequence	of	events	and	changing	the	outcome	of	each	level.	Set	across	strange	and	alien	landscapes,	help	a	group	of	stranded	astrona	Down	447	times0	Collection	daWindci	Deluxe	for	Android	2017-03-17	0	Immerse	yourself	in	daWindci	Deluxe,	the	definitive	edition	of	the	Apple	Design
Award	winning	daWindci.	For	the	first	time	on	your	Android	smartphone	or	tablet!	Paint	wind,	hurricanes	and	lightning	Down	263	times0	Collection	Final	Fantasy	IV	for	Android	2017-03-16	19	"FINAL	FANTASY	IV"	has	finally	come	to	the	Android!	The	title	first	debuted	in	1991	as	the	fourth	installment	in	the	FINAL	FANTASY	series.	Wildly	popular
thanks	to	its	unique	characters	and	dramati	Down	36889	times0	Collection	Raiden	Legacy	for	Android	2017-03-16	3	RAIDEN	LEGACY,	a	four-title	compilation	of	the	mega-popular	RAIDEN	arcade	series,	includes	RAIDEN,	RAIDEN	FIGHTERS,	RAIDEN	FIGHTERS	2	&	RAIDEN	FIGHTERS	JET.	Originally	developed	by	Seibu	Kaihatsu,	eac	Down	14325
times0	Collection	FINAL	FANTASY	IV:	AFTER	YEARS	for	Android	2017-03-16	5	FINAL	FANTASY	IV:	THE	AFTER	YEARS	is	available	on	Android	devices!	With	a	full	3-D	remake,	FINAL	FANTASY	IV:	THE	AFTER	YEARS	can	now	be	played	as	never	before.	Take	part	in	the	epic	sequel	that	unf	Down	12542	times1	Collection	FINAL	FANTASY
DIMENSIONS	for	Android	2017-03-16	14	FINAL	FANTASY	DIMENSIONS	is	now	available	on	Android!	In	addition	to	enhanced	graphics	and	sound,	this	smartphone	version	also	marks	the	title's	overseas	debut.	Drawing	upon	the	roots	of	the	ser	Down	27709	times0	Collection	Manual	Camera	for	Android	2017-03-16	0	Manual	Camera	is	world's	first
Android	camera	app	with	FULL	Manual	Control:	-	Manual	Shutter	Speed	-	Manual	Focus	Distance	-	Manual	ISO	-	Manual	White	Balance	-	Manual	Exposure	Compensation	It	Down	2585	times0	Collection	Little	Big	Adventure	for	Android	2017-03-16	0	Originally	released	on	PC	in	1994,	Little	Big	Adventure	(also	known	as	'Relentless:	Twinsen's
Adventure')	is	an	action-adventure	RPG	designed	by	Frédérick	Raynal.	20	years	later,	a	new	version	of	th	Down	1585	times0	Collection	Dungeon	Warfare	for	Android	2017-03-16	0	Dungeon	Warfare	is	a	challenging	tower	defense	game	where	you	become	a	dungeon	lord	to	defend	your	dungeon	against	greedy	adventurers.	As	you	successfully	purify
your	dungeons	throughout	the	world	fr	Down	763	times0	Collection	Final	Fantasy	V	for	Android	2017-03-16	7	FINAL	FANTASY	V	first	debuted	in	1992	as	the	fifth	installment	in	the	iconic	FINAL	FANTASY	series.	This	wildly	popular	RPG	was	the	first	in	the	series	to	sell	over	two	million	copies.	This	groundbr	Down	16979	times1	Collection	FINAL
FANTASY	III	for	Android	2017-03-16	87	Final	Fantasy	III	--	now	on	Android!	First	released	in	1990,	Final	Fantasy	III	was	the	first	title	in	the	Final	Fantasy	series	to	become	a	million-seller,	establishing	once	and	for	all	that	Square	En	Down	111872	times2	Collection	Cracked	Mind:	3D	Horror	Full	for	Android	2017-03-15	0	Full	version	of	the	great
game	Cracked	Mind	Cracked	Mind:	3D	horror	adventure	game	with	scary	ambience	full	of	puzzles	and	fear	gameplay.	...	Lovely	strong	family,	good	job	-	successful	life.	It	Down	907	times0	Collection	Minimalistic	Text:	Widgets	(pro)	unlocked	for	Android	2017-03-15	1	Minimalistic	Text	is	a	widget	app	that	displays	information	in	a	minimalistic	way.	It
can	be	configured	to	display	time,	date,	battery	and	weather	information.	The	layout	of	the	widget	is	highly	cust	Down	11915	times0	Collection	Photo	Locker	Pro	for	Android	2017-03-15	1	Hide	pictures	securely	and	conveniently	in	Photo	Locker	Pro!	-	The	ultimate	app	for	hiding	pictures	on	Android.	Photos	from	your	Android	gallery	can	be	safely
locked	away	inside	Photo	Locker	and	ac	Down	7881	times0	Collection	Heroes	Paradox	for	Android	2017-03-15	0	Heroes	Paradox	is	the	story	of	Lugh,	who	becomes	a	leader	of	the	heroes	against	the	tyranny	of	the	Monarch.	One	day,	he	found	something	big	and	bad	happening	in	his	adventure	and	decided	to	go	to	the	Down	343	times0	Collection
Diggy	Dog	-	adventure	time	for	Android	2017-03-15	0	Hundreds	of	treasures,	unexplored	dungeons,	hidden	relicts	and	much	more	is	waiting	for	you!	There	used	to	be	times	when	Marty	and	his	owner	travelled	around	the	whole	World	searching	for	treasures	Down	642	times0	Collection	Page	26	Dungeon	Defense	for	Android	2017-03-15	0	Defeat	all
invaders	to	defend	your	dungeon!	Collect	more	weapons	and	monsters	to	make	them	stronger.	Enjoy	various	contents	such	as	"dungeon	building,	collect	various	weapons,	achievements"	In	Down	768	times0	Collection	Epic	War	TD	2	for	Android	2017-03-15	0	Sequel	to	the	legendary	Epic	War	TD	that	was	downloaded	8.000.000	times!	Exclusive
Google	Play	release!	Works	fine	on	low-performance	devices!	40%	launch	sale!	Get	the	game	for	just	$2.99	until	Down	9226	times1	Collection	ChemCaper	for	Android	2017-03-14	0	An	educational	Chemistry	game	that	will	get	your	kids	to	love	science!	Get	them	excited	to	learn	basic	Chemistry	on	the	gadget	they	know	and	love.	Explore	unique
environments,	craft	potions,	and	battl	Down	899	times0	Collection	Profile	Scheduler+	for	Android	2017-03-14	0	Profile	Scheduler	lets	you	change	volume,	wireless	and	other	phone	settings	quickly	and	easily.	Simply	set	and	forget!	Full	features	and	without	ads:	-	unlimited	rules	-	up	to	50	whitelist	conta	Down	3682	times0	Collection	DRAGON	QUEST
II	for	Android	2017-03-14	0	The	second	instalment	in	the	celebrated	Dragon	Quest	series	finally	comes	to	mobile!	Explore	fair	lands	and	foul	dungeons	in	this	all-time	classic	RPG!	Every	wondrous	weapon,	spectacular	spell	and	Down	1297	times0	Collection	Heroes	2	:	The	Undead	King	for	Android	2017-03-12	0	Heroes	2	:	The	Undead	King	is	a	turn-
based	strategy	game	in	a	fantasy	world.	A	new	menace	looms	over	The	Kingdom.	The	Undead	King	is	preparing	dark	forces	to	return	and	conquer	the	world.	You	are	a	Down	383	times0	Collection	1942	MOBILE	for	Android	2017-03-12	0	1942,	the	classic	high	flying	shooter	is	now	available	on	smartphones.	Enjoy	awesome	air	battles	anytime,
anywhere!	About	1942	Set	in	the	Pacific	theater	during	World	War	II,	this	vertically	sc	Down	633	times0	Collection	Pumped	BMX	3	for	Android	2017-03-11	0	The	final	installment	of	the	smash	hit	#1	rated	BMX	game	is	here!	Following	on	from	the	insane	success	of	Pumped	BMX	2,	Pumped	3	is	back	with	more	riders,	more	bikes,	more	stunts,	more
levels	and	m	Down	2064	times0	Collection	Zoner	Mobile	Security	for	Android	2017-03-11	0	Zoner	Mobile	Security	is	a	modern	security	and	anti-virus	solution	for	your	device.	It	provides	protection	against	viruses,	dialers,	trojans,	worms,	spyware,	adware	and	other	malware	as	well	as	phone	Down	1111	times0	Collection	tinyCam	Monitor	PRO	for	IP
cam	for	Android	2017-03-11	2	Mobile	surveillance	from	any	IP	cameras	for	Android	phones,	tablets,	Google	TV.	One	of	the	best	app	available	for	Android	for	remote	surveillance,	control	and	video	recording	for	your	private/public	n	Down	24424	times3	Collection	Missileman	for	Android	2017-03-11	0	Missileman	is	a	high-speed,	vertically	scrolling	2D
shooter.	You	are	a	man	on	a	missile!	Shoot	enemies	down	with	missiles.	Earn	EXP	and	upgrade	your	missile.	Can	you	beat	all	16	stages	across	four	Zon	Down	310	times0	Collection	Star	Walk	2	-	Night	Sky	Guide	for	Android	2017-03-11	0	Cover	art	Star	Walk	2	-	Night	Sky	Guide	Vito	Technology	-	March	12,	2015	Education	Offers	in-app	purchases
(160)	Star	Walk	2	-	Night	Sky	Guide	-	screenshot	thumbnailStar	Walk	2	-	Night	Sky	Guid	Down	5814	times0	Collection	Mushroom	11	for	Android	2017-03-10	0	As	life	struggles	to	gain	a	foothold	in	a	devastated	world,	a	new	lifeform	emerges	from	the	rubble.	Mold	yourself	into	any	shape	as	you	explore	this	strange,	challenging	landscape.	The	eerily
beautifu	Down	1487	times0	Collection	DRAGON	QUEST	VI	for	Android	2017-03-10	0	Dragon	Quest	VI:	Realms	of	Revelation	,	the	final	instalment	in	the	Zenithian	trilogy,	is	now	available	on	mobile	devices!	Experience	an	epic	adventure	spanning	two	parallel	worlds!	Recover	the	hero	Down	2329	times0	Collection	DRAGON	QUEST	for	Android	2017-
03-10	0	The	game	that	started	the	legend	of	DRAGON	QUEST	is	here	at	last	for	mobile	devices!	Discover	the	RPG	that	won	the	hearts	of	two	generations!	Enter	a	fantasy	world	of	sword,	magic,	and	monsters	in	Down	2708	times0	Collection	Space	Marshals	2	(Unreleased)	for	Android	2017-03-10	0	The	sci-fi	wild	west	adventure	in	outer	space
continues	with	Space	Marshals	2.	This	tactical	top-down	shooter	puts	you	in	the	shoes	of	specialist	Burton	in	his	struggle	against	the	criminal	elements	o	Down	1903	times0	Collection	Samorost	3	for	Android	2017-03-09	0	Samorost	3	is	an	exploration	adventure	and	puzzle	game	from	the	award-winning	creators	of	Machinarium	and	Botanicula.	It	is
Amanita	Design’s	most	ambitious	experience	to	date	and	a	loose	continuation	Down	1503	times0	Collection	FATAL	FURY	SPECIAL	for	Android	2017-03-09	0	Wolves	never	sleep…	Arcade	legendary	hit	"FATAL	FURY	SPECIAL"	returns	now	on	smartphones!	ABOUT	THE	GAME	FEATURES	◆	One	of	the	most	highly	praised	“FATAL	FURY”	titles!	”FATAL
FURY	SPECIAL	Down	1445	times0	Collection	Nova	Launcher	Prime	unlocked	for	Android	2017-03-09	24	Highly	customizable,	performance	driven,	home	screen	replacement	for	Android	4.0+	Accept	no	substitutes!	Nova	Launcher	is	the	original	and	most	polished	customizable	launcher	for	Android	4.	Featur	Down	155077	times2	Collection	Powerful
System	Monitor	for	Android	2017-03-09	0	The	most	beautiful	and	powerful	System	Monitor	for	Android!	Include	RAM	Booster,	Battery	Monitor	and	CPU	Monitor.	You	are	able	to	monitor	CPU,	RAM,	Apps	and	your	Battery	at	the	same	time.	Powerful	Sys	Down	994	times0	Collection
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